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4.0 DASH COMPONENTS
Inventors’ Box. The Inventors’ Box is a materials distribution and storage technique. It
is basically a box or other container that holds activity supplies. DASH uses primarily
recycled materials. The collection of recyclables and stocking of the Inventors’ Boxes is
up to the students as directed by the teacher. Boxes with similar materials can be given
to each group for a particular activity. Labeled boxes or containers can be used to store
often used materials. If the whole class is to retrieve materials from the same box or
boxes, the role of material or supply engineer is suggested for each group.
Science Record Book. The creation of a Science Record Book (SRB) for each student
is likely one of the first activities to be done. The SRB is simply a place for the students
to store their notes, data, plans, and other work. It can be as simple as a manila filing
folder with the student’s name on it or as complex as a binder with indexed sections.
The particular format is left to each teacher’s discretion.
Responsibility Chart. The Responsibility Chart is an efficient way to assign classroom
jobs and responsibilities and to quickly see that they have been done. Responsibilities
are listed using real-world job titles to enhance career education efforts. For example,
use ichthyologist rather than fish feeder for the person who is to feed the fish. The
Responsibility Chart can be teacher- or student-made. When students participate in the
Responsibility Chart’s design and construction, more classroom ownership usually
results. The chart design needs to include a method to add and remove jobs as
classroom requirements change, a procedure to rotate student responsibilities, and a
way to see when jobs are completed. Spring clothes pins and library pockets with index
cards have been successfully used to accomplish these criteria.
Wonder and Discover Book. The Wonder and Discover Book is used to record
student questions. Their questions may be about the topic being studied or something
else entirely. This technique provides a way to acknowledge good student questions,
even when asked at an inopportune time. It also can provide an introduction to
independent student research. Research on particular questions may be left to the
students to tackle independently, assigned by the teacher as homework, or addressed
in any way the teacher sees fit. This book can be a class book in a binder, a section in
each student’s Science Record Book, a file on the computer, or whatever the teacher
decides. It is suggested that each question have its own page to allow room for
recording discoveries. Be cautious of over using this strategy. It should be an honor to
record a question in the Wonder and Discover Book. One alternative to using the
Wonder and Discover Book is to record student questions on the appropriate concept
map if available.
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Working Definitions. Working Definitions are definitions constructed by students to
describe their current understanding of a particular term. A working definition includes
the category, form, and function of the term described. It may also include illustrations
and/or examples. Initially, definitions are constructed by the whole class, then in small
groups and compared, and finally by each individual student as they become more
expert.
Working Dictionary. Working definitions are recorded and stored in the Working
Dictionary. This can be a class book such as a binder, a file on the computer, or a
section in each student’s science record book. The particular format is again left to the
teacher’s discretion.
Concept Maps. Concept mapping in DASH is an instructional strategy. A more
complete description of techniques and the developmental levels is found in “Concept
Mapping in Science” located in the DASH Instructional Guide. The students first map
their prior knowledge of the concept to be studied. This informs the teacher of what the
students already know, where they need to construct new knowledge, and of
misconceptions or alternative explanations they may hold. This same map is revisited
periodically to summarize progressing study on the topic. Information, ideas, and
questions may be added, removed, and/or corrected. At the end of the study, the
concept map provides a picture of what has been accomplished during the topic study.
These concept maps are often used to construct assessment instruments. In DASH,
concept maps are saved as they are often revisited at a later date for reference or
updating.
Connections and Reflections
Often students have a difficult time associating what they are learning in school to their
home and to other outside-of-school environments. The purpose of this activity is to
provide a stimulus to reflect on their learning in science and to look for connections,
relationships, and applications. Connections can be recorded on concept maps, in a
special Connections Book, or in a special Connections section in the student’s own
Science Record Book. Some connection-making questions you might ask include:
• Why is this important for you to know?
• Who else needs to know this?
• Where else could this be used in school? At home? In the community?
Inquiry and Questioning
There are three basic questions that go with the inquiry process. The exact wording
may vary based on the activity or situation but the ideas remain consistent. Likewise
inquiry is often not a 4-step process. It often moves back and forth between steps.
Inquiry Processes
Problem, need or student question.
Hypothesis
Test
Conclusion

Basic Questions
What do you think?
How could you find out or test your idea?
What did you find out or learn?

Title:

Name:
Date:
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4.1 WEATHER DATA COLLECTION
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Continue their collection of local weather data begun in grade 3.
• Review the kinds of weather data collected in grade three.
• Invent and use tools needed to collect weather data.
• Record observations of daily weather conditions.
• Are introduced to the measurement of humidity.
• Connect the study of weather to their Pacific Island environment.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Weather.A.1 By measuring weather conditions (temperature, amount and kind of
precipitation, amount and kinds of clouds, wind direction and wind
speed), scientists learn how the weather changes from day to day,
month to month, and during the year.
BACKGROUND
This activity builds on the study of weather begun in grade three. It is used to
reintroduce students to the study of weather and climate. The students review the
weather elements observed, and the measuring and recording techniques used in grade
three. Consider this activity as a starting point. However, this activity introduces
students to the complete Beaufort Wind Scale that is used by meteorologists. In
addition, students further investigate the invention of rain gauges. In grade three they
were provided with only straight-sided, flat-bottomed containers in the Inventor’s Box.
This enabled them to determine that the surface area of the container’s opening was not
a factor in measuring the depth of rainfall. All the containers in one location collected the
same depth of water. They also determined where their rain gauges should be placed in
order to collect accurate data. In grade 4 these factors will be reviewed. In addition the
shape of the container will be left open for the students to explore. Other weather
elements will be explored in greater depth in later activities.
Humidity
Teachers are encouraged to introduce this concept in grade 4 since it is an important
component in describing Pacific island weather. Appendix C HUMIDITY provides an
activity to introduce students to this concept. Relative humidity and heat index are left
for study in later grades.
Data Recording
The concept maps provide the teacher with information about their students’ prior
knowledge of weather and their experience with weather data collection. The teacher
determines an appropriate weather data recording device and format for the class. The
class data can be recorded on a daily weather calendar, on a monthly weather chart, in
a weather data notebook, or however the teacher decides. The student pages can be
used to record the collected weather data in a class weather book or to have each
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student record the data individually. It is recommended that a specific place be set aside
as the class Weather Center. This is where weather related charts and graphs, weather
measurement equipment, and the class data collected by the students is stored. Refer
to the Climate Education Grade 3 activities 3.1-5 for a more complete description of
what was done in last year.
For students new to DASH, this activity provides an opportunity to introduce several
DASH components including concept mapping and the Responsibility Chart. For further
information about these components see Appendix A, DASH Components.
STUDENT ROLES
Meteorologist
Inventor
MATERIALS
Class Weather Calendar, Chart, or Data Book
Chart paper
Graph paper
Markers
Working Dictionary
SP 4.1A-F
Appendix C HUMIDITY
Graph paper
Thermometers
Compass
Straight-sided, flat-bottomed containers for rain gauges such as tin cans
Other non-straight-sided containers with small openings and large bottom dimensions
and other with wide openings and small bottom dimensions
Inventor’s Box supplies for constructing wind speed and wind direction devices
small sticks such as chopsticks, string, fabric scraps, nails, wood scraps,
hammer, glue, scissors, waterproof tape, pliers, and other supplies
requested by the students
PRODUCTS
Concept maps about weather
Class weather logos chart
Responsibility Chart
Weather instruments
Weather data
Working definition of weather
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PROCEDURES
1.

Have the students work in small groups to make concept maps about
weather.
Have them
• Include different kinds of weather, tools used to measure weather, and any
other ideas they have about weather.
• Share their group concept maps and then revise and add to them as they
choose.
✔Help them to also include weather elements such as temperature, wind,
kinds of precipitation, clouds, and storms.
✔Include humidity only if suggested by the students.

2.

Have the students invent logos to describe different kinds of local weather
conditions.
Have them
• Make a list of common kinds of weather found locally such as clear or sunny,
cloudy, partly cloudy, rainy, partly rainy, stormy, windless, windy, lightning,
hail, foggy, etc.
• Discuss the idea of using logos to represent the kind of weather.
✔Logos are simple drawings used to represent something. For example, a
sun could be used for sunny days. If necessary show some common samples
such as a figure of a man to represent the men’s restroom, to help student
understand the idea of a logo.
• Draw logos for the different kinds of weather.
• Make a Class Weather Logos Chart.

3.

Introduce the Weather Center and post the Weather Logo Chart in the
center. Introduce the students to the teacher-selected weather datarecording device.

4.

Have the students observe the weather each day and draw the appropriate
logo in the weather data-recording device. Use SP 4.1A DAILY WEATHER
LOGOS or a similar data chart.
Discuss the data collection by asking such questions as
• When should you make your observations about the general weather
conditions for the day?
• When should you record your observation of the weather type, at the end,
middle, or beginning of the day? Why?
✔Help the students see that to appropriately describe the weather for the
entire day, this should be done near the end of the school day.
✔Another alternative is to record both the AM and PM weather conditions.
• Who will do the observing and recording?
✔Introduce the Class Responsibility Chart. See Appendix A.
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5.

Review the collection of wind speed and wind direction data with the
students. See Activity 3.2 WIND.
Ask such questions as
• What is meant by the term wind speed?
• How did you measure wind speed last year?
✔The invention of wind detectors is optional.
• What is meant by the term wind direction?
• How do you find wind direction?
✔The invention of wind vanes is optional although a class wind vane is
encouraged. Otherwise using a compass and a string tied to a stick will be
adequate.

6.

Introduce the students to the complete Beaufort Wind Scale. Take the
students outside to practice finding the wind speed. Use SP 4.1B DAILY
WIND DATA and SP 4.1F BEAUFORT SCALE.
Ask such questions as
• How does this wind scale differ from the one you used in Grade 3?
✔Let them know that this is the one used by meteorologists.
• What do you think the wind speed is now?
✔Help them agree on the speed of different wind gusts.
✔Help them agree on the average wind speed—the speed most of the time.
✔Have them begin using the complete scale to measure and record their
daily wind data.
✔Add these jobs to the Responsibility Chart.

7.

Discuss the concept of air temperature with the students. Review the care
and use of thermometers. Have them begin to collect and record
temperature data using SP 4.1C DAILY TEMPERATURE DATA.
Ask such questions as
• When is the hottest time of the day usually?
• When is the coolest time of the day usually?
• How do you know this?
✔Students should have explored this in grade 3. Use activity 3.4 Temperature
if they have not.
• Where should you take your temperature readings?
• What are you measuring the temperature of?
✔The air.
• When should you make your observations about the temperature conditions
for the day?
✔Usually twice a day is sufficient, when they first come to school and just
before they leave.
✔Have them record the daily temperature data on SP 4.1C as desired.
✔Help them to begin to graph the daily temperature data.
✔Add this job to the Responsibility Chart.
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8.

Review the collection of rainfall data with the students.
Ask such questions as
• How did you measure rainfall last year?
✔Help them recall that they used straight-sided containers for this purpose.
Help them remember that they are measuring the depth of the rainfall at a
particular location.
• Where should a rain gauge be located? Why?
• How did you record the rainfall data?
✔Refer to Activity 3.3 Rain for further information.
✔Add this job to the Responsibility Chart.

9.

Have the students invent and test rain gauges. Have them begin to collect
and record rainfall data on SP 4.1E RAINFALL DATA.
Ask such questions as
• How did you measure rainfall last year?
✔Help them recall that they used straight-sided containers for this purpose.
• How could you find out if it is necessary to use a straight-sided container for a
rain gauge?
• Have the students invent and test rain gauges using both straight sided and
other containers.
✔Review appropriate placement for data collection.
✔Help them to see the requirement for using straight-sided containers to
collect accurate rainfall data.
✔A graph of weekly rainfall totals should be made as precipitation data is
usually included in climate descriptions.
• How can you record rainfall data?
✔Use SP 4.1E RAINFALL DATA or similar.
✔Add this job to the Responsibility Chart.
✔Ignore the humidity data collection section for now.

10.

Review the collection of cloud type and cloud cover data from grade three.
Have the students begin to record the data on SP 4.1D DAILY CLOUD
DATA.
Ask such questions as
• How could you describe the two basic types of clouds? What are their
names?
✔Cumulus clouds appear rounded and puffy. Stratus clouds look flat and
stretched.
✔Refer to Activity 3.5 Clouds for further information.
✔Clouds will be explored more fully in a later activity.
• What is meant by the amount of cloud cover? How could you record this
data?
✔Cloud cover data can be omitted until you do the next activity, 4.2 CLOUDS.
✔Refer to Activity 3.5 Clouds for further information on cloud cover.
✔Add this job to the Responsibility Chart.
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11.

Introduce the concept of humidity to the students. Use Appendix C
HUMIDITY. Use SP4.1E DAILY RAIN DATA to record humidity data.

12.

Have the students create a first working definition for weather and record it
in the Working Dictionary. See Appendices A, B, and C in the grade 3
materials for further information on working definitions.

13.

At the end of each month have the students summarize their weather data.
See Activity 4.4 CLASS MONTHLY WEATHER SUMMARY.

EXTENSIONS
•
Record student questions about the weather in the Wonder and Discover Book
as they arise.
•
Have the students develop their own questions and investigations about general
weather conditions.
•
Have the students compare their weather observations with newspaper, Internet,
or TV descriptions.
Ask such questions as these
• How do your descriptions about the weather compare with the observations of
the newspaper meteorologist, the TV weather reporter, or Internet accounts?
• Why are there differences?
• The local weather will often differ widely from the broader generalization given
by newspapers, the internet, and TV.
• Do you need to change the way you are reporting the weather?
•
Have the students make wind detectors and standardize them to the Beaufort
Wind Scale.
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0

.0 to 0.9

.0 to 1.5

1

1.0 to 3.9
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Name:
Date:
Indicators

Kind of
Wind

Smoke goes straight up

Calm

1.6 to 6.5

Smoke drifts sideways

Light air

4.0 to 7.9

6.6 to 12.5

Leaves rustle

Slight breeze

3

8.0 to 12.9

12.6 to 20.5

Leaves and twigs move

Gentle breeze

4

13.0 to 18.9

20.6 to 30.5

Small branches move;
dust, paper fly

Moderate
breeze

5

19.0 to 24.9

30.6 to 40.5

Water ripples;
small trees sway

Fresh breeze

6

25.0 to 31.9

40.6 to 51.5

Large branches move

Strong breeze

7

32.0 to 38.9

51.6 to 62.5

Trunks of trees bend;
walking difficult

High wind

8

39.0 to 46.9

62.6 to 75.5

Twigs break off

9

47.0 to 54.9

75.6 to 87.5

Shingles carried away

Strong gale

10

55.0 to 63.9

87.6 to 104.5

Trees uprooted

Whole gale

11

64.0 to 72.9

104.6 to 116.7

Widespread damage

Windstorm

12

73.0 to

116.6 to

General disaster

Hurricane
Tornado

Gale
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4.2 CLOUDS
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Identify layered, heaped, combination, and precipitating clouds.
• Estimate and record the daily amount of cloud cover.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Weather.A.1 By measuring weather conditions (temperature, amount and kind of
precipitation, amount and kinds of clouds, wind direction and wind
speed), scientists learn how the weather changes from day to day,
month to month, and during the year.
BACKGROUND
Knowing the names of clouds helps in thinking about them. At the beginning of the
eighteen hundreds, the Englishman Luke Howard identified two basic groups of
clouds—those that are heaped, called cumulus clouds, and those that are layered,
called stratus clouds. Since then two more categories of clouds have been added—
combination clouds with characteristics of both heaped and layered clouds and
precipitating clouds, which produce rain, hail, and snow. See Figures 1 and 2.
Altitude is a factor in classifying clouds. Low clouds are those whose tops are found
between ground level and 3 km (2 miles) or have bottoms from 0 to 2 km. Middle clouds
are those with tops between 3 km and 7 km (2 and 4-1/2 miles) or bottoms between 2
and 7 km. High clouds are those with tops above 7 km or bottoms from 5-15 km.
See Table 1.
ALTITUDE
LAYERED
HIGH
Tops above
7 km
MIDDLE
Tops
between
3 and 7 km
LOW
Tops below
3 km

CLOUD TYPE
HEAPED
COMBINATION

PRECIPITATING

Cirrostratus

Cumulonimbus*
(non-precipitating)

Altostratus

Swelling cumulus*

Altocumulus
(non-precipitating)

Altocumulus

Stratus
Fog

Cumulus

Stratocumulus

Nimbostratus

Cirrocumulus

Cumulonimbus*
Cirrus

Table 1. Types of Clouds
*

All these clouds except cumulonimbus and swelling cumulus are found within the altitude range shown.
Cumulonimbus clouds have their bases below 3 km and their tops above 7 km.
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ALTITUDE

CLOUD TYPE

LAYERED

HEAPED

Cirrostratus

Cumulonimbus
(nonprecipitating)

HIGH

7 Km
Altostratus
MIDDLE

Swelling Cumulus

3 Km
Stratus
Cumulus

LOW
Fog

Figure 1 Layered and heaped clouds

ALTITUDE

CLOUD TYPE

COMBINATION
Cirrocumulus

PRECIPITATING

Cirrus

HIGH
Cumulonimbus
(precipitating)
7 Km
Altocumulus
(nonprecipitating)

Altocumulus
(precipitating)

MIDDLE

3 Km
Nimbostratus
Stratocumulus
LOW

Figure 2 Combination and precipitating clouds
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Fair-Weather Clouds
Common fair-weather clouds are
• Cumulus—small fluffy, low-level clouds with bottoms and tops in the low range.
• Swelling cumulus—clouds with bottoms in the low range and tops in the middle
range. They are taller-than-wide single clouds with dynamically moving cauliflowerlike tops.
Common Storm Clouds
Typical storm clouds are
• Nimbostratus clouds are precipitating low-level layered clouds. They are thick darkgray clouds with ragged edges.
• Cumulonimbus clouds are of two types—precipitating and non-precipitating. Both
are towering clouds extending from the low range up through the high range (below
2 km to above 7 km). Because of their dynamic nature, cumulonimbus clouds may
be non-precipitating one moment and precipitating the next. Storms that they
generate are usually short-lived but often violent.
Less Common Storm Clouds
Following are some less common producers of precipitation:
• Altocumulus clouds, like cumulonimbus clouds, may or may not produce
precipitation. When they do produce precipitation, it is usually light and spotty.
• Cirrus clouds are composed of ice crystals. Because they are formed at great height,
these crystals seldom reach the ground. They usually evaporate as they fall.
Cloud Cover
Cloud cover is most often measured in eighths although some sources suggest tenths.
In grade three the students began with just three descriptions, clear (no clouds), partly
cloudy (some clouds), and mostly cloud covered. They next begin to estimate the
amount of cloud cover. It was suggested that percentages or fractions be used if the
students had been introduced to this concept in math. If not, they used such terms as
few clouds (up to ¼ or 25%), partly cloudy (around ½ or 50%), mostly cloudy (¾ or
75%), and totally cloud covered (100%). In grade 4 the students will begin to use more
standard descriptions. See Table 2.
Cloud
Category
Clear
Few
Scattered
Broken
Overcast

Day
Description
Sunny
Mostly sunny
Partly cloudy
Mostly cloudy
Overcast

STUDENT ROLES
Meteorologist

Night
Definition
Description
Clear
No clouds in the sky
Mostly clear
1/8 of the sky or less is covered
Partly cloudy 2/8–1/2 of the sky is covered
Mostly cloudy 5/8–7/8 of the sky is covered
Overcast
The sky is completely covered by clouds.
Table 2 Cloud Cover
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MATERIALS
Drawing paper
Pencils
Compass
Thermometer
Cloud chart or other cloud identification resources
(Optional) Cotton, glue and poster paper
SP 4.1D DAILY CLOUD DATA
SP 4.2A FAIR WEATHER CLOUDS
SP 4.2B STORM CLOUDS
PRODUCTS
Cloud drawings and data
PROCEDURES
1.

Have the students review what they learned about different types of clouds
in grade three. Use a discussion, class list or concept map.
Ask such questions as
• What are the two basic types of clouds?
✔Cumulus and stratus.
• What do they look like?
✔Cumulus are heaped or puffy.
✔Stratus are layered or stretched.
• Are all clouds just stratus or cumulus? How are they different.
✔Some may appear as both stratus and cumulus. Color may vary.

2.

Take the students outside to observe the clouds on a sunny day to observe
fair-weather clouds.
Have them
• Draw the clouds that they observe in the sky. Use SP 4.2A FAIR WEATHER
CLOUDS if desired.
✔Provide cloud names to label their drawings.
✔The most common fair weather clouds are cumulus and swelling cumulus.
✔Use cloud charts and other resources as needed to help with identification.
• Include the date, time, temperature, cloud color, direction of cloud movement,
size, and other distinctive features on their drawings.

3.

Help the students make generalizations about their observations of fairweather clouds.
Ask such questions as
• What is meant by fair weather?
• What are some common features of fair-weather clouds?
• What are some other or some occasional features of fair-weather clouds?
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4.

Start a storm watch when stormy weather is predicted. Have the students
describe clouds that pass overhead and make sightings several times
during the day. (Cloud observations on a rainy day can serve as an
introduction to some storm clouds.)
Have them
• Draw the clouds that they observe in the sky. Use SP 4.2B STORM CLOUDS
if desired.
✔Provide cloud names to label their drawings.
✔The most common storm clouds are nimbostratus and cumulonimbus. Less
common are altocumulus and cirrus clouds.
✔Use cloud charts and other resources as needed to help with identification.
• Include the date, time, temperature, cloud color, direction of cloud movement,
size, presence of lightning, and other distinctive features on their drawings.

5.

Help the students make generalizations about their observations of storm
clouds.
Ask such questions as
• What is meant by stormy weather?
• What are some common features of storm clouds?
• What are some other or some occasional features of storm clouds?
• What are the temperature changes and wind conditions that accompany
stormy weather?

6.

Have the students review how cloud cover was measured and recorded in
grade three. Discuss what procedures to use this year to determine and
record daily cloud cover. See Table 2 in the Background.
Ask such questions as
• What is meant by the term cloud cover?
• How did you record the amount of cloud cover last year?
• How is cloud cover reported by meteorologists in weather reports on TV or
radio, in the paper, or on the Internet?
✔See Background information.
• How can you determine the amount of cloud cover?
• How could you record the amount of cloud cover?

7.

Have the students begin or continue to collect daily cloud data. Use SP
4.1D DAILY CLOUD DATA. Post a copy of Table 2 in the Weather Center.

8.

Have the students write a working definition for clouds based on their
current knowledge about them.

EXTENSIONS
Have the students
•
Use their drawings to make their own cloud charts.
•
Make a Cloud Cover Chart based on Table 2 in the Background.
•
Use cotton balls or similar to create a chart of different kinds of clouds.
✔Crushed or powdered charcoal can be used to color the cotton.

Cloud
Category
Clear
Few
Scattered
Broken
Overcast

Day
Description
Sunny
Mostly sunny
Partly cloudy
Mostly cloudy
Overcast

Night
Description
Clear
Mostly clear
Partly cloudy
Mostly cloudy
Overcast
Definition

No clouds in the sky
1/8 of the sky or less is covered
2/8–1/2 of the sky is covered
5/8–7/8 of the sky is covered
The sky is completely covered by clouds.

CLOUD COVER

FAIR WEATHER
CLOUDS
SP 4.2A

Name:
Date:

Complete the table below.
Date

Time

Temperature

Wind Direction

Color(s)

Draw the clouds you see on a sunny day.

Other Observations

STORM CLOUDS
SP 4.2B

Name:
Date:

Complete the table below.
Date

Time

Temperature

Wind Direction

Color(s)

Draw the clouds you see on as a storm is coming.

Other Observations
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4.3 WEATHER PREDICTION
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Describe daily and seasonal island wind patterns.
• Are introduced to the ideas of fronts and air pressure.
• Identify cultural knowledge used to predict weather.
• Determine if their island has Island Effect Winds.
• Predict short-term weather changes.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Weather.A.1 By measuring weather conditions (temperature, amount and kind of
precipitation, amount and kinds of clouds, wind direction and wind
speed), scientists learn how the weather changes from day to day,
month to month, and during the year.
• 3-5Weather.A.2 Scientists analyze records of the weather that has happened in
different places in the different times of the year. There are patterns
to the kinds of weather that happen in a place and at different times
of the year.
• 3-5Weather.A.3 Scientists predict the weather that might happen in the next couple
of days using measurements of the weather that is happening right
now in a place and also about the weather patterns that happen in
that place.
• 3-5Climate.A.1 Climate is the description of the pattern of weather in an area over
many years. Different locations on our planet have very different
climates.
• 3-5Climate.A.2 Pacific islands that are near the equator have warm climates. The
temperature does not change very much from day to night.
Temperatures do not change very much from month to month over
the course of a year.
• 3-5Systems.B.1 Indigenous cultures describe, explain and respect the connections
among land, ocean, sky, and all organisms, including people. The
Indigenous way of life is strongly connected with the local land,
water, air and organisms.
• 3-5Energy.A.1 Whenever anything happens or changes, energy is involved. For
example, whenever there is a change in an object’s motion or
temperature, energy is involved in those changes.
• 3-5Energy.B.1 Energy from the Sun travels to the Earth as light. When this
sunlight is absorbed, it warms Earth’s land, water, and air.
• 3-5Energy.B.2 The ocean has a major influence on weather and climate because it
absorbs and holds much of the sunlight energy that reaches Earth.
• 3-5Energy.B.4 Wind currents move heat energy and affect weather on the planet.
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BACKGROUND
This activity introduces students to the idea of predicting weather. In most places on
Earth this is done by studying weather maps, looking at the directions in which weather
fronts are moving, changes in barometric pressure and other kinds of indicators.
However, these indicators don’t always apply in tropical locations near the Equator
where the weather pattern is fairly consistent from day to day. There are of course
occasional storms and even cyclones but the opportunity for watching a front move
through is extremely rare.
Introducing Complex Weather Concepts
The goal of this activity is to introduce students to some weather ideas that they may
come across in their research and study of weather. At grade four, an awareness of
such ideas as fronts and air pressure is sufficient. Understanding requires knowledge of
density and other difficult concepts that will be addressed in later grades. The focus
here is on a brief introduction and description of these ideas, rather than explanations
for them. For example if the students know that the Coriolis Effect has to do with the
effect of Earth’s rotation on global winds, they have met the goal. If they are aware that
when a mass of cold air meets a mass of warm air, a cold front forms likely producing
rain and stormy weather; again, the objective is met. If students are aware that as air
pressure (highs and lows) changes, there may be a change in the weather and that a
high pressure area has fair weather while a low is often rainy, enough!
Cold and Warm Fronts
A cold front occurs when a cold-air mass overtakes a warm-air mass. An increase in the
wind speed is usually observed. Nimbostratus or cumulonimbus clouds are seen as the
front approaches. Because the cold front hugs the ground, low-level rain (or snow)
clouds often appear as the cold air lifts and cools the moisture-laden warm air. When
differences in temperature are great, storms along such fronts can be violent. Cold
fronts often pass rapidly. After the cold front passes, there is usually a lowering of the
temperature, a reduction of the wind speed, and a change in wind direction. Weather
that follows is often clear.
A warm front occurs when a warm-air mass overtakes a cold-air mass. The first
observed change will usually be high-level (above 7 km), wispy cirrus clouds. These are
followed by cirrostratus clouds. Because warm air is less dense and more moistureladen than cold air, it will ride above the cold-air mass. As the front progresses, the
warm air pushes lower into the middle altitude range (3–7 km) and altostratus clouds
form. As warm air pushes into the lower range (below 3 km), nimbostratus clouds are
likely to form, bringing precipitation. When the warm front has passed, the temperature
rises, and the warm air mass brings cumulus clouds.
Occasionally the air along both cold and warm fronts will have little moisture content,
and no precipitation will result. For various reasons, either warm or cold fronts can
become stationary, and the weather may remain unchanged for up to a week.
Island Effect Winds
Even typical island effect winds are not always in evidence at latitudes very close to the
Equator. Usually, the sun heats the land during the day causing onshore winds from the
ocean to the land in the evening as the cooler air above the ocean moves toward the
rising warmer air above the land. In the morning, after the air above the land has cooled
during the night, offshore winds from the land to ocean are produced. Near the Equator,
the ocean water is so warm that there is so little difference in temperature and such
winds may not occur. However, this activity asks students to observe if island effect
winds occur on their island.
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Cultural Knowledge and Weather Prediction
Pacific Island people have a close relationship with their environment. They often have
a wealth of knowledge about weather related events including predicting them. Students
are asked to research and report on such knowledge, particularly weather prediction
indicators.
Weather prediction has been greatly enhanced by technology. Such things as computer
simulations and websites, weather satellites, radar and communication advancements
now help to provide warning to island communities that allow them time to prepare for
advancing storms. Agencies such as NOAA provide preparedness information and daily
weather updates as well as warning of imminent storms and other dangers. Less than
100 years ago, the danger of approaching typhoons was a great problem. The typhoons
would appear quickly, without warning and tens of thousands of people were killed.
STUDENT ROLES
Meteorologist
MATERIALS
Weather maps or SP 4.3A WEATHER MAP
SP 4.3B WEATHER FRONTS
Hot and ice cold water in containers—one set per group
Tiny breeze detectors—thread tied to a chopstick, 1 per group
Cardboard boxes or a breezeless classroom area
PRODUCTS
Beginning working definitions for warm fronts, cold fronts, and island effect winds
Barometers
PROCEDURES
1. Introduce the students to the topic of predicting the weather.
Ask such questions as
• What do you think the term weather prediction means?
✔Accept all ideas at this point.
• What are some things weather predictions might include?
✔Help them to include such things as information about future changes in the
kind of weather, temperatures, winds, cloud cover, approaching storms, etc.
• How can you find out about what the weather will be tomorrow or even next
week?
✔Help them to include such ideas as listening to TV or radio weather reports,
checking the Internet, looking at weather maps in the newspaper, or whatever
weather information sources are locally available.
• Why do you think it is important to know what the coming weather will be?
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2.

Show an example of a weather map. Have the students look at weather
maps to identify the kinds of information provided. Use a local weather
map or SP 4.3A Weather Map.
Ask such questions as
• Does anyone know what this kind of map is called?
• What is a weather map used for?
✔To describe the current weather.
✔It can also be used to help predict coming weather.
• What kind of information do you see on the weather map?
✔Make a list of the things the students identify.
✔Help them include
• Lines with darts on them (cold fronts)
• Lines with have circles on them (warm fronts)
• Hs (highs) and Ls (lows)
• Other symbols may that appear on the map such as, lines with numbers
(air pressure isobars), wind speed and direction flags, arrows that
show the direction highs and lows are moving, stationary and occluded
front symbols, temperature data including isotherms, station reports,
and so forth.

3.

If possible, have the students collect or print out a series of weather maps
each day for a week or more. Help them locate moving weather elements
and any developing weather patterns.

4.

Using the list of terms from the Procedure 2, have the students identify the
words that are unfamiliar to them.

5.

If front is identified as an unfamiliar idea, use SP 43B WEATHER FRONTS
or similar illustrations to describe cold and warm fronts.
Include such ideas as
• A mass of air is a place where the air is all about the same temperature.
• Fronts are places where warm and cold air masses come together.
• A cold front is the leading edge of a mass of cold air.
• A warm front is at the leading edge of a warm air mass.
• Changes in the kinds of clouds occur when fronts collide.
• Storm activity is often found along the fronts or places where warm and cold
air masses come together.

6.

If highs and lows, air pressure, isobar, barometer or other related terms are
identified as unfamiliar, use Appendix D Air Pressure and Barometers to
introduce these ideas.

7.

Have the students write beginning working definitions for weather fronts
and air pressure.
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8.

Help the students begin to investigate island effect winds. See Background
information. Organize observations to determine if your island has these
winds. After the discussion and observation, have them write a descriptive
working definition for island effect winds.
Ask such questions as
• If there is some warm air and some cool air close to each other, do you think
the warm air would move toward the cool air or the cool air would move
toward the warm air? Or would they not move at all?
✔Do not ask why! Students are only at the observational level.
• How could your test your idea?
✔In a wind free area or in a cardboard box, place a container of hot water and
a container of very cold water next to each other but not touching. The air
above the containers will warm or cool. Hold a thread (tiny breeze detector)
between the two air masses. Which way does the air move?
✔The thread should move toward the warm air. As the warm air rises, the
cool air is pulled toward the warm side.
• What happens to the ground on our island on a hot, sunny day?
✔The land heats up.
• What do you think happens to the air above the hot ground.
✔It also heats up.
• Do you think the air above the ocean is hotter or colder than the air above the
land? How could you find out?
✔This may be difficult to do but someone may have some experience to
share. If not, provide the answer. The air above the ocean water will be
cooler.
• Does anyone know what an onshore breeze or wind is?
✔Wind that blows from the ocean toward or onto the land.
• Do we experience afternoon winds that blow from the ocean onto land?
• Why would these occur in the afternoon?
• What happens to the temperature on land overnight?
✔It usually cools.
• Does anyone know what an offshore breeze or wind is?
✔Wind that blows from or off the land toward the ocean.
• When do you think these might occur? Why?
✔In the morning when the air above the land is cooler than the air above the
ocean.
• Do these island effect winds always occur on our island? What might interfere
with this process?
✔The temperature difference between the two air masses may not be
sufficient to cause such winds.

9.

(Optional.) Show the students a map of global wind patterns.
Ask them such questions as
• Where is our island located on this map?
• What is our island’s prevailing wind direction in the winter? In summer?
• Do our island winds always come from the northeast?
• Why do you think our winds are different?
• Why do you think winds move in different directions in different places?
Continue to explore other information found on the map.
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10.

Have the students interview grandparents and others about local
knowledge that helps them to predict the weather.
Ask such questions as
• Does anyone know what a ring around the moon predicts?
✔A storm may be coming.
• Do you know any other things that help predict local weather?
• How could you find out more?

11.

Have the students report their findings. Make a class list of these. If desired
share some of the ideas from Figure 1.

12.

Have the students attempt to predict changes in the weather. Have them
share the reasons for their predictions. Record their predictions and
discuss if they were accurate.

EXTENSIONS
•
Have students further research any of the new weather ideas encountered in this
activity.
•
Have students compare the information found on weather maps from different
sources.
•
Have the students investigate weather maps from other locations such as the
continental US to see how fronts can be used to predict coming weather.
•
Invite the local weather expert (NOAA) to talk about local island weather
patterns.

Weather Prediction
A storm may be coming
• There is a ring around the moon.
• Cumulus clouds begin to change to cumulonimbus clouds.
• High cirrus clouds are followed by thickening stratus clouds.
• The sky in the direction the wind is coming from looks dark and stormy.
• The barometer steadily drops (low pressure moving in).
• The wind direction changes.
Weather is clearing
• Barometer reading rise (high pressure moving in).
• Winds direction changes.
Weather will remain clear
• The sky is clear or there are numerous cumulus clouds.
• The barometer stays steady.
Figure 1. Weather prediction signs.

WEATHER MAP
SP 4.3A

Name:
Date:

What kinds of weather symbols can you find on this weather map?

WEATHER FRONTS
SP 4.3B

Name:
Date:

Height in Km

7

CUMULONIMBUS

COLD FRONT

COLD AIR

NIMBOSTRATUS

WARM AIR

3
CUMULUS

0

Cold front overtaking a mass of warm air.
Height in Km

CIRRUS

7

CIRROSTRATUS

WARM AIR

ALTOSTRATUS
T

3

RM

N
RO

F

WA

COLD AIR
NIMBOSTRATUS

0

Warm front overtaking a mass of cold air.
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4.4 MONTHLY WEATHER SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Collect and summarize monthly weather data about local weather conditions
including wind speed and direction, rainfall, temperature, humidity (optional), and
cloud cover.
• Compare average monthly data on wind speed and direction.
• Identify the monthly prevailing wind direction.
• Compare the depth of rain falling in different months.
• Make generalizations about relative temperature for morning and afternoon.
• Make hypotheses and generalizations about temperature and months and
seasons.
• Compare the amount of cloud cover in different months.
• Make predictions about weather in future months.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Weather.A.1 By measuring weather conditions (temperature, amount and
kind of precipitation, amount and kinds of clouds, wind direction
and wind speed), scientists learn how the weather changes from
day to day, month to month, and during the year.
• 3-5Weather.A.2 Scientists analyze records of the weather that has happened in
different places in the different times of the year. There are
patterns to the kinds of weather that happen in a place and at
different times of the year.
• 3-5Weather.A.3 Scientists predict the weather that might happen in the next
couple of days using measurements of the weather that is
happening right now in a place and also about the weather
patterns that happen in that.
BACKGROUND
In this activity the students summarize the daily weather data they have collected for
each month. They will describe the monthly weather and look for patterns. It is
suggested that the teacher work with the whole class to summarize the data the first
month. After that, the students can be divided into groups as suggested in the first
procedure. These monthly summaries also provide an opportunity to revise their
working definitions of weather terms as needed.
As is appropriate to the local community the students can also summarize their data
seasonally and make seasonal comparisons.
At the end of the year the students will use these monthly summaries to analyze the
weather throughout the school year. They will look for patterns and correlations
between weather elements.
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STUDENT ROLES
Meteorologist
MATERIALS
Chart paper and markers
Daily weather data on kind of weather, rainfall, humidity, temperature, wind speed
and direction, and clouds
Working Dictionary
Connections Book
Student Page 4.4A CLASS WEATHER SUMMARY
Student Page 4.4B WEATHER PREDICTIONS
PRODUCTS
Working Definitions of weather related terms
Monthly weather data summaries and descriptions
Class Chart about Weather Data Comparisons
Completed Student Pages
PROCEDURES
1.
At the end of each month have the students work in small groups to
summarize the daily weather data collected for that month.
Assign each group to a particular kind of data such as
• Kinds of weather
• Rainfall
• Humidity (optional)
• Wind speed
• Wind direction
• Temperature
✔This can be 2 groups, one for each time the temperature is recorded
during the day.
• Cloud cover
• Kinds of clouds
Have them collect the data requested and record it on the class summary
sheet, SP 4.4A CLASS WEATHER SUMMARY.
✔See specific directions and class discussion questions in the following
procedures.
Keep the class summary for each month with the class weather data for
future comparisons.
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2.

At the end of each month have the students summarize the kind of
weather by counting the number of days with common weather
conditions.
Discuss the monthly data using questions such as
• What was the most common kind of weather this month?
• What was the least common kind of weather?
• What could you use as a general description of the weather for this
month?
• Is that the kind of weather you predicted for this month?
• What do you think will be the most common kind of weather next month?
Record their ideas on SP 4.4B WEATHER PREDICTIONS.

3.

At the end of each month review the wind speed and direction data with
the students.
Ask such questions as
• What was the fastest wind that you recorded? Slowest?
• What was the speed of the wind most of the time?
• What kind of weather do we have when the wind seems to be the fastest?
When the wind blows slowly or not at all?
• What direction does the wind seem to blow from most of the time?
✔Introduce the term prevailing wind if applicable.
• How does this month’s wind data compare with the predictions you made?
• What do you think the wind will be like next month? Record their ideas on
SP 4.4B WEATHER PREDICTIONS.

4.

Use the class bar graph of the rainfall amounts for each week and the
monthly summary data to discuss the monthly rainfall data.
Ask such questions as
• When was the heaviest rain?
• How often did it rain?
• How does this month’s rainfall compare with the predictions you made?
• Do you predict that there will be more, less, or the same amount of rain
next month? Record their ideas on SP 4.4B WEATHER PREDICTIONS.

5.

Have the students discuss their humidity data in relation to their
comfort level.
Ask such questions as these:
• How many days had high humidity this month? Low humidity? Mild
humidity?
✔A graph of this monthly humidity data is suggested.
• What happens to your feeling of being comfortable as the humidity
increases?
• Do people usually feel more uncomfortable at lower or higher
temperatures when it is mildly humid? When it is very humid?
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6.

Review the class graph of daily temperatures during the monthly
weather summary. Refer to their list of temperature predicitions.
Ask such questions as
• What seems to be the hottest part of the day? Why do you think so?
• How does this month’s temperature data compare with the predictions you
made?
• What do you predict the highest temperature will be next month? The
lowest temperature? Record their ideas on SP 4.4B WEATHER
PREDICTIONS.
• What do you predict the average temperature will be in the morning for
next month? In the afternoon? Record their ideas on SP 4.4B WEATHER
PREDICTIONS.

7.

Review the monthly cloud data.
Ask such questions as
• Were there more fair weather or storm clouds this month?
• How did your predictions about the number of cloudy days, partly cloudy
days, and clear days turn out?
• Do sunny or clear days seem to be warmer or cooler than cloudy days?
Why do you think this happens?
• How does this month’s cloud data compare with the predictions you
made?
• Do you think there will be more or less cloudy days next month? Record
their ideas on 4.4B WEATHER PREDICTIONS.

8.

Have the students describe the weather for the month. They can do this
as a class or in small groups. Record and save these monthly
descriptions for comparison with future summaries and to help them
begin to define local climate at the end of the school year.

9.

Have the students create or refine their working definitions for weather,
wind, rainfall, humidity, temperature, and clouds and record them in the
Working Dictionary.

10.

Have the class record their ideas in the Connections Book.
Ask such questions as
• Who needs to know about weather?
• Why is knowing about the weather important?
• How can you use weather information?
• Who else uses weather information? How do they use it?

11.

(Optional.) Have the class describe seasonal weather conditions in the
same way as described above for each month. Help them compare their
seasonal descriptions. Use either locally defined seasons or the four
astronomical seasons.

CLASS MONTHLY
WEATHER SUMMARY
SP 4.4

Name:
Date:

Month:
Weather Type

Number of Days

Weather Type

Number of Days

General Weather Type(s):
Wind Speed (Number of days)
0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
Average Speed:
Total Rainfall:
Days of High
Humidity:
Highest Temperature:
Average Morning
Temperature:
Cloudy:

Wind Direction (Number of days)
North:
NE:
South:
NW:
East:
SE:
West:
SW:
Mostly:
Days of Mild
Days of Low
Humidity:
Humidity:
Lowest Temperature:

Average Afternoon
Temperature:
Cloud Cover (Number of Days)
Partly
Clear:
Cloudy:

Other weather observations:
Describe the weather for this month.

WEATHER
PREDICTIONS
SP 4.4B

Name:
Date:

Weather predictions for:
(Month)
Most common kind of weather:
Wind speed:

Wind direction:

How much rainfall?
Highest temperature:

Lowest temperature:

Average morning
temperature:

Average afternoon
temperature:

Overcast days:

Partly cloudy days:

Clear days:
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4.5 EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Report on local extreme weather events.
• Discuss and report on locally appropriate safety precautions and preparations for
extreme weather events.
• Connect the study of extreme weather to their Pacific Island environment.
• Create game cards and play the Extreme Weather Safety Game.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Climate.A.5 Extreme weather events (for example, tropical storms, typhoons,
hurricanes, and long droughts) happen more in some places than in
other places, and more in some times of the year than other times
of the year.
BACKGROUND
This activity continues the topic of extreme weather events explored in grade three. It is
suggested that the teacher keep the students focused on those sorts of events that
occur in the Pacific Islands such as typhoons or hurricanes, severe droughts, and
tropical storms including lightning. See Appendix E Lightning.
The focus in grade four is on appropriate safety precautions and preparations. These
are generally best described by local authorities. These should be reviewed by the
teacher and discussed with the students. A guest speaker from NOAA or another local
weather related agency will add much to the importance of this issue.
Students often want to include tsunamis as extreme weather when in fact these are the
result of geological events, often earthquakes or submarine landslides. However,
increased wave action and high surf often result from tropical storms and typhoons.
The students begin with a list of extreme weather events. They work in small groups to
research and report on these events. Lastly they create game cards on the event and
related safety measures based on their research.
STUDENT ROLE
Meteorologist
MATERIALS
chart paper and markers
game card making supplies or SP 4.5B EXTREME WEATHER GAME CARDS
game boards and directions
Working Dictionary
resources on severe weather and/or Internet access
SP 4.5A EXTREME WEATHER
Appendix E LIGHTNING
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PRODUCTS
List of extreme weather events
Reports on extreme weather events
Game cards for the Extreme Weather Game
Working definition of extreme weather
PROCEDURES
1.

Help the class make a list of kinds of extreme weather events. Have the
students work in small groups to make concept maps about each of the
kinds of extreme weather on the list.
Have them
• Describe the different kinds of extreme weather, the effects of these events,
and any other ideas they suggest including safety issues and precautions.
✔See the Background if tsunamis are suggested. Ask students what causes
them. Then ask how this is related to weather.
• Identify the kinds of extreme weather experienced locally.
✔Discuss personal experiences students may have had with extreme
weather events if they are comfortable in doing so.
• Identify some kinds of extreme weather experienced in other places.
✔Help them to identify where such events are likely to occur.
• Share their group concept maps and then revise and add to them as they
choose.

2.

Have the students work in groups to research and report on the kinds of
extreme weather that occur locally. Use SP 4.5A EXTREME WEATHER or
similar questions to help students with their research efforts.
Have them include
• A description of the event.
• Factual information they find in books, on the Internet, or from other
resources, including local experts.
✔If possible, invite a local expert to speak to the class about extreme weather
events. Help students prepare a list of their questions to share with the
speaker ahead of time.
• Drawings or other types of illustrations.
• Potential effects of the particular severe weather event.
• Locally appropriate safety and preparation information.

3.

Have the student groups report on the information they have found.
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4.

Have the groups make game cards for the Extreme Weather Safety Game
based on their research.
• Use SP 4.5B EXTREME WEATHER GAME CARDS or plain paper.
• Have them create true or false statements, questions with 2-3 word answers,
or multiple choice items.
• The question and answer should be on the same side of the card.
• Check the cards for accuracy.
• Duplicate the cards for each game set. The game is played in groups of 3-5.
• Have the students cut out and assemble the sets of game cards—a game set
is made of the cards contributed by each group.
• Duplicate a game board for each group.

5.

Go over the directions for the Extreme Weather Safety Game with the class
and have the groups play the game.

6.

Have the students write a Working Definition for extreme weather. Put it in
the Working Dictionary.

EXTENSIONS
•
Have students create posters about extreme weather events found in other
places.
•
Place a game set or two in the Weather Center for students to play when they
have the opportunity.

EXTREME
WEATHER
SP 4.5A

Name:
Date:

Type of extreme weather:
Describe the event:

Describe some possible effects from this weather:

Interesting facts:

Safety and preparation information:

Tell where you got your information from:

GAME DIRECTIONS
PLAYERS
2–4 players
1 judge
MATERIALS PER GROUPS
colored game marker for each player
one die
game board
set of question cards
RULES
1. Each player chooses a colored marker and places it near START
on the game board.
2. Each player rolls the die. The player rolling the highest number
goes first. Players take turns, rotating clockwise around the
group.
3. Each player in turn rolls the die. The number on the die indicates
the number of spaces the player may move.
4. HOWEVER, before a player moves, the judge will draw a question
card from the deck and ask the question of the player. If the
answer is correct, the player may move the number of spaces
shown on the die. If the answer is incorrect, the player must
remain on the same space until the next turn.
THE JUDGE’S DECISIONS ARE FINAL.
5. If a player lands on one of the special spaces (see game board),
the player must follow the directions given on the game board for
that space.
6. The winning team is the first one to have all the players in their
group reach FINISH.

EXTREME WEATHER
GAME CARDS
SP 4.5B

Name:
Date:

EXTREME WEATHER
GAME CARDS
SP 4.5B

Name:
Date:

27. Go back
3 spaces.

6

9

26

7

28

27

8

29

30

5
4

2
23

24

13

34

3

12

33

4. Move
ahead 2.

11

32

25

31
10

31. Take
another
turn.

22

1

START

14

35

20

15

16. Roll
again. Go
ahead that
amount.

21

19

FINISHERS

40

18 39

38

37
17

16

36

35. Roll again. Go
back that amount.
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4.6 EARTH’S CLIMATES
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Begin their study of climate.
• Differentiate between weather and climate.
• Begin to describe their local climate.
• Recognize that other parts of the planet have different climates.
• Use a globe to locate their island home in the Pacific Ocean, the equator, and the
poles.
• Identify major climate zones.
• Observe that Earth is mostly covered by water, one big ocean.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Climate.A.1 Climate is the description of the pattern of weather in an area over
many years. Different locations on our planet have very different
climates.
• 3-5Climate.A.2 Pacific islands that are near the equator have warm climates. The
temperature does not change very much from day to night.
Temperatures do not change very much from month to month over
the course of a year.
• 3-5Systems.B.2 Scientists describe and explain planet Earth as a system that has
many connected parts. This way of understanding planet Earth is
called Earth System Science.
• 3-5Systems.B.3 Earth system scientists investigate the solid, liquid, and gas parts of
the Earth system. Solid matter includes rock, soil and sand. The
main liquid matter is water. The main gases that make up the
atmosphere are nitrogen and oxygen.
• 3-5Systems.B.4 Maps can show the locations, shapes and kinds of land and water
in an area. Different kinds of maps, including a globe, can show the
shapes of land and water on our planet.
• 3-5Systems.B.5 The ocean covers most of Earth’s surface and has most of the
planet’s water.
• 3-5Systems.B.6 The ocean is a single, huge, interconnected body of salty water,
which circulates through all the ocean basins and continents.
Different parts of the world ocean have different names, but all
these different parts are connected. The Pacific Ocean is the
largest part of the world ocean.
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BACKGROUND
This activity introduces students to the study of climate. The difference between
weather and climate is discussed and students write a first working definition for climate.
This difference between weather and climate is described in terms of time, weather is
what is occurring in the present while climate describes what the weather is usually like
over long periods of time.
Globes are used to locate their home island in the Pacific Ocean, the Equator, the poles
and other planet features. Climate of their Pacific Island home is contrasted to the
climate of the poles. Logic and some prior geography knowledge will be used to help
describe the intermediate or temperate zones. Other kinds of maps can be used in
addition to the globe but globes are preferred as they provide a more accurate model of
Earth. Next the students use the globe to explore the world ocean, noting that it is all
connected. Major land masses are identified and the ratio of land to water is observed.
STUDENT ROLE
Meteorologist
Geographer
MATERIALS
Globes (1 per group if possible)
World and other maps (optional)
chart paper
markers
Working Dictionary
PRODUCTS
Description of the local climate
Working definition of climate
Optional: SP 4.6 CLIMATE ZONES
PROCEDURES
1.

Help the students begin to distinguish between weather and climate.
Ask such questions as
• What is your working definition for weather.
✔Review from their Working Dictionary.
• Does anyone know what climate is?
✔Accept all responses initially.
• How are weather and climate different?
✔Climate describes the usual or prevailing (long-term, average) weather for
an area. Weather describes the current or short-term conditions.
✔This is an opportunity for students to do some research.
• How are weather and climate the same?
✔The same elements are usually reported including such things as
temperature, wind speed and direction, precipitation, and so forth.
• How could the weather or climate affect the amount of water a place has?
✔Accept all ideas at this point.
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2.

Introduce the students to the globe as a map of planet Earth.
Ask such questions as
• What is this called?
• What does it represent?
✔Planet Earth.
• How is a globe like a map? How is it different?
✔It may be helpful to have a world map available for this comparison.
• What liquid does planet Earth have on its surface?
✔Water.
• What solids does Earth have on its surface?
✔Accept all reasonable answers but work to include rocks, soil and sand.
• What are the main gases found in Earth’s atmosphere?
✔The major gases are oxygen and nitrogen. Have the students research this
if they do not know.

3.

Have the students work in small groups to explore the globe.
Have them locate
• The Pacific ocean.
• Their home island.
• The equator.
• The North and South Poles.
• Other features such as continents, other pacific islands, the Tropics of Cancer
and Capricorn, etc.
✔This can be a team game with the teacher challenging the teams to find
things the quickest.
Optional: Contrast the locations of things on the globe with their locations on a
world map. Help the students to note how shapes and sizes vary.
✔This is an excellent opportunity to integrate social studies.

4.

Have the students hypothesize about climates on different parts of the
globe (Earth).
Have them
• Describe what they think the climate is for their island.
✔Pacific islands that are near the equator have warm climates. Temperatures
do not change very much from month to month over the course of a year.
• Ask if the North Pole and places like Alaska have this same kind of climate.
Ask how they think it is different. Ask how they could find out.
✔This is an opportunity for research in books or on the Internet to verify or
provide evidence for their ideas.
• Ask about places in between (the temperate zones).
✔For these beginning students, it is sufficient if they recognize that it is colder
at the poles, warm to hot near the equator, and probably something in
between in the middle areas.

5.

Have the students write a first working definition for climate. Record it in
the Working Dictionary. Help them include a description of their local
climate.
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6.

Have the students work in small groups to explore the world ocean using
globes.
Ask such questions as
• What ocean is our island located in?
• Are there any other oceans? What are they?
✔Have the students locate some of the other oceans.
• Are the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans connected? Where?
• Is the Pacific Ocean connected to any other ocean?
✔Continue asking about oceans connecting to oceans until the students
recognize that they are all interconnected into one big ocean.
• So what can you say about all these oceans.
✔Work toward something like they are all really just one huge world ocean.
Different parts have different names.
• What is the biggest part of the world ocean called?
✔The Pacific Ocean.
• Which covers more area of the Earth, land or water?
✔Water should be the obvious choice.
• Can you drink ocean water? Why not?
• Where do we get fresh drinking water from?
✔Accept all answers. This helps to connect to other activities.

EXTENSIONS
•
Have the students research the terms polar climate zone, tropical climate zone
and temperate climate zone and locate them on a globe or world map. Use SP
4.6 CLIMATE ZONES or have them draw in the zones and other features on a
big circle—trace around a plate.
•
Have each student pick a favorite country, research its climate and locate it on a
globe or map.
•
Have the students investigate specific climates and find where they are located
on the globe.

CLIMATE
ZONES
SP 4.6
Label the following:
Equator
North Pole
South Pole
Tropic of Cancer
Tropic of Capricorn
Arctic Circle
Antarctic Circle

Name:
Date:
Color the following:
North Polar Climate Zone (blue)
South Polar Climate Zone (blue)
North Temperate Climate Zone (green)
South Temperate Climate Zone (green)
Tropical Climate Zone (red)
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4.7 INTRODUCTION TO CLIMATE CHANGE
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Begin their study of climate change.
• Identify and describe some of the indicators of global warming.
• Review the water cycle and hypothesize about how global warming could affect this
process.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Changes.A.1 Our planet’s ocean temperatures and air temperatures are
becoming higher than they have been for the past centuries. This
change is called global warming.
• 3-5Changes.A.2 Rain patterns and other climate features are also changing.
Scientists use the term global climate change as the name that
describes all these changes.
• 3-5Changes.A.3 Pacific Islanders and other people who have lived in a place for a
very long time have knowledge about their local climate that is
based on centuries of experience. Comparing today’s climate
conditions to this historical knowledge provides evidence of global
climate change.
• 3-5Changes.A.4 Scientists get evidence of today’s climate and also of past climates
by making scientific observations. These observations indicate that
global climate change is happening now.
• 3-5Energy.B.2 The ocean has a major influence on weather and climate because it
absorbs and holds much of the sunlight energy that reaches Earth.
• 3-5Matter.B.1 Water is found almost everywhere on Earth. Nearly all of Earth’s
water is in the ocean. Most fresh water is in glaciers or
underground; only a tiny fraction is in streams, lakes, wetlands, and
the atmosphere. Water is also in the air in the form of a gas.
• 3-5Matter.B.2 The Sun provides the energy that powers the water cycle. The
Sun’s energy evaporates the water. The energy from the Sun also
causes the winds that move water in the air and in the ocean.
• 3-5Matter.B.3 The ocean has a major influence on weather and climate because it
plays a major role in the water cycle. Most water in the air comes
from the ocean. This water vapor in the air eventually cools,
condenses into clouds, and returns to the ocean or the land as
precipitation
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BACKGROUND
This activity introduces students to the study of global warming and climate change.
There are at least 10 signs of global warming. The NOAA poster, Ten Signs of a
Warming World, provides a brief synopsis of each of these indicators. Teachers may
use the poster as an introduction to the activity or as a summary to the activity but
students are expected to go beyond these brief summaries.
This is primarily a student research project. Students can work in groups or individually
to investigate and report on these indicators. Sharing their findings with the class is
critical to the activity. Sharing can be accomplished through posters, oral presentations,
plays, or whatever the teacher or students choose, even written reports. SP 4.8
EVIDENCE OF GLOBAL WARMING or something similar can be used to help students
individually summarize the reported information on each indicator.
In their indicator report students are asked to describe their sign, tell how scientists
have found evidence for it, and discuss observed and other potential effects including
climate changes. They are encouraged to interview grandparents and others in the
community about any changes they have observed over the years in the local
environment and climate due to global warming.
STUDENT ROLES
Meteorologist
Climatologist
MATERIALS
NOAA Poster Ten Signs of a Warming World
http://cpo.noaa.gov/warmingworld
Internet access and other reference materials
SP 4.7 EVIDENCE OF GLOBAL WARMING
Working Dictionary
PRODUCTS
Reports on the signs of global warming
Working definition of global warming
Completed student pages
PROCEDURES
1.

Help the students make a class concept map about climate change.
Ask such questions as
• Has anyone heard the term global warming?
• What do you think global warming means?
• What do you think might be happening if the Earth is getting warmer?
• How do you think scientists have provided evidence for this?
• What things on Earth might be getting warmer?
✔Help them to include such things as the ocean and the air.
• What kinds of effects might this have on the weather?
✔A review of the water cycle may help with ideas. See Activity 3.8 WATER
CYCLE.
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•
•
•
•

What happens when an ice cube gets warm?
Is there any frozen water on Earth?
✔Help them to include such things as glaciers, snow, and ice bergs.
Why are these things important?
What might happen if they melted?

2. Introduce the ten indicators to the students.
Ask such questions as
• What is arctic sea ice? What might be happening to it due to global warming?
• What do you think is meant by ocean heat content? What might be happening
to it due to global warming?
• What do you think air temperature over ocean means? What might be
happening to it due to global warming?
• What do you think sea surface temperature is? What might be happening to it
due to global warming?
• What do you think the term global sea level refers to? What might be
happening to it due to global warming?
• How might humidity be affected by global warming?
• What do you think air temperature over land means? What might be
happening to it due to global warming?
• How might snow be affected by global warming?
• What do you think is meant by temperature of the lower atmosphere? What
might be happening to it due to global warming?
✔You may have to establish what the lower atmosphere means first.
• What are glaciers? How might glaciers be affected by global warming?
3.

Have the students work in pairs, small groups, or individually to select one
of the indicators to research and report on. Help them decide on a
reporting format.
Have them include such things in their report as
• A description of the indicator.
• Why it is an indicator of global warming.
• What evidence scientists have found of the indicator and how it was
measured.
• Observed and other potential effects from the indicator.
• Impacts the indicator may have on their Pacific island environment.

4.

Have the students present their reports to the class. Have them use SP 4.7
EVIDENCE FOR GLOBAL WARMING or something similar to summarize the
class reports.

5.

Have the students revisit their concept map and add any new information
they have found. Have them write a working definition for global warming
including its effects on climate.
Ask such questions as
• What are some indicators of global warming?
• How does global warming affect climate?
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EXTENSIONS
•
Invite a speaker to talk about global warming and climate changes that have
already affected or may in the future affect the local environment.
•
Have the students make a poster display about global warming and climate
change.

EVIDENCE OF
GLOBAL WARMING
SP 4.7

Name:
Date:

Summarize the information from the reports on each of the indicators of global warming.
arctic sea ice
temperature of the lower atmosphere

air temperature over ocean means

air temperature over land

global sea level

humidity

sea surface temperature

snow

ocean heat content

glaciers
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4.8 EROSION
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Identify and observe examples of erosion in their environment.
• Construct models of erosion caused by wind, rain-runoff and waves.
• Identify the connections between flooding and erosion.
• Connect the study of erosion to their Pacific Island environment.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Impacts.A.1 Erosion is the movement of Earth materials (such as coastal land)
by forces such as moving water (waves, currents, floods) and wind.
Erosion and floods threaten homes, roads, and other coastal
development.
• 3-5Impacts.A.2 Global climate change is causing sea levels to rise. Higher sea
levels cause more erosion of coastal areas such as beaches.
Higher sea levels also cause more damage from flooding events
such as very high tides, storm surges, and very heavy rainfall.
• 3-5Adapt.A.1
Human activities such as agriculture, fishing and transportation can
have major effects on the land, vegetation, animals, water, ocean,
and air.

BACKGROUND
The students begin their study of the impacts of climate change with an investigation of
one of the more observable impacts, erosion. There are multiple causes of erosion
including weather events and human activities. The primary goals for this activity are for
the students to understand what erosion is and to begin to identify some of the natural
forces that cause it. In the next activity the students consider human activities that
cause or increase erosion and ways to prevent or limit erosion. Students begin by
looking for examples of erosion in their local environment. A walk around the school
campus after a moderate to heavy rainfall can provide a good starting point.
The simulations in this activity are usually best done outside! Encourage student
creativity and imagination. Following are some teacher hints and suggestions. Fans and
invented water sprinklers make wind and rain. A bucket of water can simulate strong
wave action. Flooding calls for lots of rain-making and usually an incline. Soil and sand
should be fairly dry, keeping in mind that wind also has a role in wave erosion.
• For wave erosion, the soil should border on a body of water—this will take some
invention. A fan can be used to generate waves or students can invent some other
wave-making device.
• Water erosion takes several forms, including waves. The rain model should probably
be placed on an angle to help simulate runoff. A watering can or a container with
holes punched in the bottom can serve as a rainmaker.
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•

A small channel cut through the soil can represent a stream. Place the model on an
angle. A lake or pond can be placed at the upper end. As water drains down the
stream or river, soil will erode from along the banks eventually widening the river or
stream.
Appendix F GRAVITY provides an activity to help students better understand this
concept and its role in the erosion process.
This activity should be immediately followed by 4.9 IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
as the students reuse the models they construct in this investigation.
MATERIALS
Cardboard boxes: the type that hold 4 six-packs, lids from photocopy paper or similar—
1 per group
Plastic bags large enough to cover boxes—1 per group
Soil
Sand
Electric fan and extension cord
Water
Containers for rain-makers such as large cans or plastic containers
Other supplies as requested by groups
Appendix F GRAVITY
Working Dictionary
STUDENT ROLES
Meteorologist
Geologist
PRODUCTS
Simulations of the erosion process
Working definition of erosion
PROCEDURES
1. Briefly discuss the concept of erosion with the class. Then have them observe and
identify examples of erosion in the local environment.
Ask such questions as
• Does anyone know what the word erosion means?
✔ If not, have them look the word up in a dictionary, on the Internet, or in another
resource.
• Have you ever seen an example of erosion occurring? Where?
• What do you think causes erosion?
✔ Accept all ideas at this point.
• Where else do you think erosion might occur in our island environment?
• Do you think you could identify more examples of erosion.
✔ Have the students look for additional examples and report on what they find for
homework.
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2. Discuss their findings the following day.
Ask such questions as
• Where did you find examples of erosion?
• What natural forces do you think caused the erosion?
✔ Work to include examples of wind erosion, wave erosion, and water erosion
from rain or runoff.
If human activities are mentioned, acknowledge that these too can cause or
increase erosion and that these will be investigated in 4.9 IMPACTS OF
CLIMATE CHANGE.
3. Introduce the idea of designing and constructing models to simulate wind
erosion, wave erosion, and water erosion from rain or runoff.
4. Have the students work in small groups to design a model of erosion. Show
them a sample of a plastic covered box filled with soil or sand to simulate the
surface of the Earth. Be sure to include models of local examples.
5. Have the student groups construct their models. Encourage them to include
buildings, vehicles, bridges and so forth.
6. Have each group present and run their simulation for the class. Have the
group describe how their model simulated the actual erosion process. Have
them save their models for the next activity.
7. Discuss the effects of erosion on the Earth’s surface. Help students to
describe the role of gravity in the erosion processes.
Ask such questions as
• What effect does erosion seem to have on the surface of our island?
• What natural forces seem to cause erosion to occur?
✔ Include such ideas as wind and water including rain, run off, and wave action.
• How do you think gravity affects erosion?
✔ If students are not familiar with this concept, consider using the activities in
Appendix F GRAVITY.
8. Help the students relate and connect their understanding of erosion to the
formation of their Pacific Island. See Activity 3.9 From Islands to Atolls.
9. Have the students save their models for use in the next activity 4.9 IMPACTS
OF CLIMATE CHANGE.
10. Have the students write a working definition for erosion. Put it in the Working
Dictionary.
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4.9 IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Identify how climate change may impact their local environment.
• Identify how human activities such as agriculture and transportation can affect the
land, vegetation, animals, water, ocean, and air.
• Identify ways people can help protect the local environments and resources.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Impacts.A.1 Erosion is the movement of Earth materials (such as coastal land)
by forces such as moving water (waves, currents, floods) and wind.
Erosion and floods threaten homes, roads, and other coastal
development.
• 3-5Impacts.A.2 Global climate change is causing sea levels to rise. Higher sea
levels cause more erosion of coastal areas such as beaches.
Higher sea levels also cause more damage from flooding events
such as very high tides, storm surges, and very heavy rainfall.
• 3-5Impacts.A.3 Changes in temperature and rainfall affect land and ocean
organisms and ecosystems. Changes in climate can cause big
changes to island ecosystems that can then have significant
impacts on island communities.
• 3-5Impacts.A.4 People who live on small islands depend on freshwater sources
that can be affected by changes in climate that include higher
temperatures, changing rainfall patterns, and erosion/flooding by
ocean water.
• 3-5Impacts.A.5 People who live on small islands depend on local food resources
that can be affected by changes in climate that include higher
temperatures, changing rainfall patterns, and erosion/flooding by
ocean water.
• 3-5Adapt.A.1
Human activities such as agriculture, fishing and transportation can
have major effects on the land, vegetation, animals, water, ocean,
and air.
•

3-5Adapt.A.2

Individuals and communities can do things to help protect Earth’s
resources and environments. Examples include treating sewage,
recycling waste materials, reducing runoff from agricultural
activities, and using good fishing practices.
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BACKGROUND
This activity begins with a discussion of some of the impacts of climate change
introduced in activity 4.7 INTRODUCTION TO CLIMATE CHANGE. They identify the
rise in air and ocean temperatures as well as the resulting rise in sea level and changes
in rainfall patterns as changes that may impact their local island environment directly.
They are asked to specifically focus on local fresh water sources, local food sources,
and the local environment. Then they investigate local human activities that may
contribute to these changes and discuss the question, “What can we do?” A final activity
challenges the students to go one step further by having them consider ways to prevent
or limit erosion using their models from the previous activity 4.8 EROSION.
MATERIALS
Erosion models from Activity 4.8 EROSION.
Birdseed, grass seed, or other fast growing seeds
Soil
Sand
Electric fan and extension cord
Water
Containers for rain-makers
Other supplies as requested by groups
Working Dictionary
STUDENT ROLES
Meteorologist
Geologist
PRODUCTS
Models of methods to prevent erosion
Class list of Possible Local Climate Change Impacts
PROCEDURES
1.

Help the students review some of the impacts of global warming
introduced in Activity 4.7 INTRODUCTION TO CLIMATE CHANGE.
Ask such questions as
• What is meant by global warming?
✔The Earth is getting warmer.
• What on Earth is getting warmer?
✔The air, oceans and the land.
• What is happening to the sea level as the temperature gets warmer. Why?
✔It gets higher because ice from the poles and glaciers is melting.
• What can happen as the sea level rises?
✔Work for such ideas as beach erosion and flooding from higher tides, bigger
storm surges.
• What effects do temperature changes have on the water cycle and rainfall?
✔Rainfall patterns change.
• Which of these could affect our island environment?
✔Work to include erosion, flooding, more or less rainfall, etc.
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2.

Have the class make a list of Possible Local Climate Change Impacts. Make
at least five subcategories, one per group—(local) fresh water sources,
(local) food sources, (local) ocean plants and animals, (local) land plants
and animals, and the island or land itself.
Have them
• Use the ideas from the previous discussion to identify possible impacts on
their particular subcategory.
• Use specific local examples.
• Add other ideas as applicable.
• Share and discuss their lists.
• Make additions and revisions as desired.
• Assemble them into a class list of Possible Local Climate Change Impacts.

3.

Have the students make concept maps about the impacts human activities
can have on the local environment including the land, air, plants, animals,
water, and ocean.
Have them
• Work in six groups, one for each of the categories above.
• Discuss what and how human activities can impact their part of the local
environment. Identify specific examples.
✔Help them to include agriculture, fishing, transportation, building
construction and other locally applicable activities.
• Make their group map including information and examples from their
discussion.
• Share and display their concept maps.

4.

Pose the question, What can our community do to help protect our local
resources and environment?
Have the students
• Identify things that can be done to accomplish this.
✔Help them to include such things as treating sewage, not littering, recycling
waste materials, using good fishing practices, reducing run-off from farms and
other sites, composting, not wasting water, and so forth.
• Make posters about their ideas.

5.

Help the students review the natural causes of erosion investigated in the
previous activity, 4.8 EROSION.
Ask such questions as
• What is your working definition of erosion?.
• What are some causes of erosion?
• Are these natural effects of nature? Why do you think so?
• Can humans cause erosion or make it worse? How?
• What human activities could cause erosion?
• Can you describe any local examples where human activities have produced
erosion? (Or increased the effects of erosion?)
✔Try to include such local activities as agriculture, building construction, and
transportation.
• Can you think of any ways erosion could be prevented?
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6.

Challenge the students to design ways to slow the erosion process in their
models from the previous activity. Encourage them to use methods that
have real world potential.

7.

Have each group try their prevention idea using their models. Have them
describe what they did and relate it to a real world solution if possible.

8.

Help the students discuss the degree of success of their erosion
prevention simulations. Have them suggest and explore ideas to prevent or
further reduce the effects of erosion both natural and man-made. Have
them identify and describe any local examples of soil or sand erosion
prevention techniques.

9.

Have the students revise their working definition of erosion to include their
new understandings.

10.

(Optional.) Pose the question, What can our class do to help protect our
local resources and environment?
• Have the students suggest ideas.
✔It may help to have them focus only on the school environment or
classroom resources.
• Discuss the ideas and help them identify those ideas that the students could
actually accomplish.
• Have the students select one idea, discuss how it could be accomplished,
and design an implementation plan.
• Have them carry out their plan.
• Discuss the results focusing on the fact that everyone can help protect local
resources and their environment.

EXTENSIONS
•
Have the students make concept maps about the impacts human activities can
have on the Earth’s environment including the land, air, plants, animals, water,
and ocean. Some additional research will likely be necessary.
•
Have them research efforts being made in other places to protect Earth’s
resources and environments.
•
Have the class organize a campus clean-up day.
•
Discuss and implement ways to conserve classroom resources.
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.

4.10 YEAR END WEATHER SUMMARY
AND LOCAL CLIMATE
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Summarize monthly and seasonal weather data about local weather conditions including
wind speed and direction, rainfall, temperature, and cloud cover.
• Compare average monthly wind speed and direction.
• Identify the prevailing wind direction(s).
• Compare the depth of rain falling in different months and seasons.
• Make generalizations about relative temperature for morning and afternoon.
• Make hypotheses and generalizations about temperature and months and seasons.
• Compare the amount of cloud cover in different months and seasons.
• Identify and describe local seasonal weather patterns.
• Describe the local climate based on their collected and summarized data.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Weather.A.1 By measuring weather conditions (temperature, amount and kind of
precipitation, amount and kinds of clouds, wind direction and wind
speed), scientists learn how the weather changes from day to day,
month to month, and during the year.
• 3-5Weather.A.2 Scientists analyze records of the weather that has happened in different
places in the different times of the year. There are patterns to the kinds
of weather that happen in a place and at different times of the year.
• 3-5Climate.A.1 Climate is the description of the pattern of weather in an area over many
years. Different locations on our planet have very different climates.
• 3-5Climate.A.2 Pacific islands that are near the equator have warm climates. The
temperature does not change very much from day to night.
Temperatures do not change very much from month to month over the
course of a year.
• 3-5Climate.A.3 Many tropical Pacific islands have a wet season and a dry season.
• 3-5Climate.A.4 Many tropical Pacific islands that have at least one high mountain have
one part of the island that gets a lot of rain, and other areas that get very
little rain.
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BACKGROUND
In this activity the students summarize the weather data they have collected during the
school year. They use their monthly summaries to analyze the weather throughout the year.
They look for correlations between the various weather elements.
Use either seasons appropriate to the local community or the astronomical seasons as the
students summarize their data and make comparisons. They look for patterns to describe the
seasonal weather. It is suggested that the teacher work with the whole class to summarize
the data.
This year-end summary builds the foundation for describing local climate. It provides a last
opportunity to revise their working definitions as needed. A final activity is a discussion about
the importance of studying and knowing about weather. Student ideas are recorded in the
Connections Book.
STUDENT ROLES
Meteorologist
MATERIALS
Chart paper and markers
Monthly weather data on kind of weather, rainfall, temperature, wind speed and direction,
and cloud cover from 4.4 MONTHLY WEATHER SUMMARY
Student Page 4.10 SEASONAL WEATHER
Internet or other resources with descriptions of the local climate
Working Dictionary
Wonder and Discover Book
Connections Book
PRODUCTS
Year-end weather data summary
Seasonal weather descriptions
Class Chart about Weather Data Comparisons
Weather Prediction Chart
Working Definitions of weather related terms
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PROCEDURES
1.

At the end of the school year have the students compare their monthly and
seasonal types of weather data. Make a class chart, Weather Data Comparisons,
to record and compare this information. See Figure 1 for an example.
Ask such questions as
• Which month had the most sunny days? Fewest sunny days? Season?
• Which month had the most rainy days? Fewest rainy days? Season?
• Which month had the most cloudy days? Fewest cloudy days? Season?
✔ Ask about other types of weather conditions as appropriate to the local
environment.
• How do you predict the weather in the coming (summer) months will compare with
other months (seasons)?
✔ Optional: Make a class chart about weather predictions. Record their predictions
from the following procedures about the coming summer weather on the chart.

2.

At the end of the school year have the students compare their monthly and
seasonal wind data. Record their ideas on the class chart, Weather Data
Comparisons.
Ask such questions as
• Which month(s) was the windiest? Season?
• Which month(s) had the least amount of wind? Season?
• Do the winds seem to come mostly from certain directions? What are they?
• Do the winds mostly come from one direction in certain months? Seasons?
✔Have students identify this information.
• Are the winds stronger when they come from one direction than from others?
✔Have students identify this information.
• How do you predict the wind speed and direction in the coming (summer) months
will compare with other months (seasons)?

3.

At the end of the school year have the students compare their monthly and
seasonal temperature data. Record their ideas on the class chart, Weather Data
Comparisons.
Ask such questions as
• Which months had the hottest temperatures? Season?
• Which months had the coolest temperatures? Season?
• Do you see any connections between clear weather months and temperatures?
Rainy months? Cloudy months?
• How do you predict the temperatures in the coming (summer) months will compare
with other months (seasons)?
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4.

At the end of the school year have the students compare their monthly and
seasonal rainfall data. Record their ideas on the class chart, Weather Data
Comparisons.
Ask such questions as
• What was the wettest month? Season?
• What was the driest month? Season?
• How do you predict the rainfall in the coming (summer) months will compare with
other months (seasons)?

5.

At the end of the school year have the students compare their monthly and
seasonal humidity data. Record their ideas on the class chart, Weather Data
Comparisons.
Ask such questions as these:
• What months (seasons) seem to have the least humidity?
• What months (seasons) seem to be the most humid?
• How do temperatures compare between months with high humidity and months of
low humidity?

6.

At the end of the school year have the students compare their monthly and
seasonal cloud data. Record their ideas on the class chart, Weather Data
Comparisons.
Ask such questions as
• What was the cloudiest month? Season?
• What was the month with the most clear days? Season?
• Do you see any connections between cloudy months and rainy months?
• Do you see any connections between clear months and dry months?
• What do you think causes this?
• How do you predict the cloud cover in the coming (summer) months will compare
with other months (seasons)?

7.

At the end of the year help the students correlate temperature with time of day,
seasons, and the amount of cloud cover.
Ask such questions as
• How does the amount of cloud cover seem to affect temperature? Why might this
be?
• How does the time of day seem to affect temperature? Why might this be?
• How does temperature relate to seasons?

8.

Have the students describe the weather for each season. Use either locally
defined seasons or the four astronomical seasons. Have them include
statements about the most likely kind(s) of weather, wind speed(s) and
direction(s), rainfall, humidity level, temperature range (high and low), and cloud
cover. Use SP 4.10 if desired.
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9.

Have the students make concept maps about their local island climate. Then
have them use these to write a description of their local climate. Have them
compare their descriptions to those they find for their island on the Internet or
in other resources.
Ask such questions as
• Does your description reflect what you have learned about the local climate by
collecting and summarizing weather data?
• Do you think your description includes your entire island or just your school
location?
✔(Optional) Have them revise to include their whole island.
• Did you include the same weather elements as other descriptions you found?
• How are the descriptions the same? Different?
• Why do you think they have differences?

10.

Have the students revise their working definitions for weather words including
weather, wind, rain, humidity, temperature, clouds, and climate. Have them
include their description of the local climate in their definition.

11.

Have the students review their questions in the Wonder and Discover Book and
answer any they now have new information about. Any remaining unanswered
questions can be assigned as research or investigated in later grades.

12.

Have the class discuss the importance of knowing about weather and record
their ideas in the Connections Book.
Ask such questions as
• Who needs to know about weather?
• Why is knowing about the weather important?
• How can you use weather information?
• Who else uses weather information? How do they use it?

Weather Data Comparisons
Weather
Month
A S O N D J F
Data
Season -mer Fall
Winter
Kind of Weather
Wind Speed
Wind Direction
Average AM Temp.
Average PM Temp.
Rainfall Total
Average Humidity
Cloud Cover

M A M J J
Spring
Sum-

Figure 1. Example of a class chart for comparing weather data.

SEASONAL
WEATHER
SP 4.10

Name:
Date:

Describe the weather for each season. Include the usual kind or kinds of weather,
wind speed and direction, amount of rainfall, humidity level, high and low
temperatures, average cloud cover, and storm activity you would expect during
each season.

Season:

Months:

Season:

Months:

Season:

Months:

Season:

Months:
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4.11 EVALUATION:
CONCEPT AND SKILL INVENTORY
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Assess their own understanding of weather and climate concepts.
• Assess their own ability to perform the skills taught.
• Describe, demonstrate, or teach their knowledge of concepts.
• Demonstrate their ability to perform or teach skills.
BACKGROUND
This activity is a unique evaluation component that is designed to engage the students
in becoming aware of the concepts they understand and the skills they have mastered.
The instrument used is called a Concept and Skill Inventory.
In DASH the term concept includes a whole array of connections and ideas associated
with a particular word or phrase. The term skill means the ability to do something.
Concepts and skills develop with the student. A third grader’s concept of weather will be
far broader than that of a kindergartner. Likewise, a fifth grader’s skill in measuring
temperature will exceed that of a third grader.
The students distinguish four levels of understanding with teaching as the highest level
of achievement.
0
1
2
3

No understanding of the concept or ability to do the skill
Beginning to understand the concept or beginning ability to do the skill
Good understanding of the concept or good ability to do the skill
Can teach someone else the concept or skill

It is suggested that first the teacher independently rate each student’s mastery. After the
teacher and the students have completed their ratings, the teacher can resolve
discrepancies by discussing them with the students. At the level of understanding the
students can be asked what they know about a concept. At the teaching level they can
be asked to teach the teacher the concept. In DASH teaching is seen as the highest
level of achievement. The students should be constantly striving to gain the capacity to
teach someone else both concepts and skills. In the case of skills, the students’ ability
to perform or carry out a given skill can be directly tested by giving them a task involving
the skill.
The Concept and Skill Inventory, the Suggested Script, and the Teacher Evaluation
appear in the Teacher’s Guide following this activity. Each student will need a copy of
the Inventory. Make enough copies of the Teacher Evaluation to accommodate the
number of students in the class. The Concept and Skill Inventory can be used as a
reporting mechanism for parents but some communication should accompany the
inventory describing how it should be interpreted. The concepts and skills listed in the
instrument are but a suggestion. The teacher may make additions, substitutions, or
deletions as needed.
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STUDENT ROLE
Evaluator
MATERIALS
Suggested script for administering the Concept and Skill Inventory
Teacher evaluation
Student Concept and Skill Inventory
PRODUCTS
Completed Concept and Skill Inventories
PROCEDURES
1.

Explain the purpose of the Concept and Skill Inventory to the students.
Include such things as the evaluation
• Allows students to tell what they think they know.
• Allows teachers to check their observations with what students think.
• Shows what yet needs to be mastered or understood.

2.

Go over examples of what is meant by each level of the Inventory. Read the
concepts and skills where necessary and have the students check their
level of understanding and mastery.

3.

Discuss with individuals differences in teacher and student perception of
mastery and understandings.

SUGGESTED SCRIPT

Climate Education Grade Four Concept and Skill Inventory
There are four possible answers to each of the following questions: No, I cannot do that.
Begin, I am beginning to be able to do that. Good, I can do that. And, I can teach a
friend who cannot do this how to do it. Please check only ONE answer only: no, begin,
good, or teach.
1. Can you describe the weather? ...NO, I do not know what weather is; BEGIN, I
know some things about the weather; GOOD, I can describe the weather; or, I can
TEACH a someone what weather is so they can describe it. Put a check under the
answer that best describes what you can do.
2. Do you know how to measure rainfall? Continue as above until all the students
understand the pattern.
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KEY:

1 No I have no understanding of the
concept or I cannot do this.
2 Begin I am beginning to understand
the concept or I am beginning to do this.
3 Good I have a good understanding of
the concept or I can do this.
4 Teach I can teach someone else to
understand the concept or to do this.

1. Describe the weather
2. Measure rainfall
3. Name some kinds of precipitation
4. Measure wind speed
5. Find wind direction
6. Measure the temperature
7. Describe some fair-weather clouds
8. Describe some storm clouds
9. Describe the amount of cloud cover
10. Describe some things that can help predict
changes in the weather
11. Describe some kinds of severe weather and
tell how to prepare for them
12. Describe the water cycle
13. Describe the difference between weather
and climate
14. Describe some different climates on Earth
15. Tell what global warming means and
describe some of the impacts of this
16. Tell some ways climate change may affect
the local environment
17. Describe what erosion is and what causes it
18. Tell some ways we can help protect the local
environment and resources
19. Describe the local climate
20.

Name:

SP 4.11

Date:
Grade 4 Climate Education
Concept and Skill Inventory
There are four possible responses to each of the following
No I have no understanding of the concept or I cannot do this.
Begin I am beginning to understand the concept or I am beginning to do this.
Good I have a good understanding of the concept or I can do this.
Teach I can teach someone else to understand the concept or to do this.
Check ONE response.
Concept or Skill
1. Describe the weather
2. Measure rainfall
3. Name some kinds of precipitation
4. Measure wind speed
5. Find wind direction
6. Measure the temperature
7. Describe some fair-weather clouds
8. Describe some storm clouds
9. Describe two kinds of clouds
10. Describe the amount of cloud cover
11. Describe some things that can help
predict changes in the weather
12. Describe the water cycle
13. Describe the difference between weather
and climate
14. Describe some different climates on
Earth
15. Tell what global warming means and
describe some of the impacts of this
16. Tell some ways climate change may
affect the local environment
17. Describe what erosion is and what
causes it
18. Tell some ways we can help protect the
local environment and resources
19. Describe the local climate
20.

No

Begin

Good

Teach
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APPENDIX A
PRACTICES (GRADES 3–5)	
  
Ask Questions and Define Problems
• Identify scientific (testable) and non-scientific (non-testable) questions.
• Ask questions based on careful observations of phenomena and information.
• Ask questions based on cause and effect relationships to clarify ideas or request
evidence.
• Ask questions that relate one variable to another variable.
• Ask questions that can be investigated about weather, climate or an impact of
climate change.
Develop and Use Models
• Explain how a model related to weather, climate, or an impact of climate change
represents relationships or processes.
• Use simple models to describe phenomena and test cause and effect
relationships concerning the functioning of a natural or designed system.
• Use models to share findings or solutions in an oral or written presentation or in a
group discussion.
• Identify limitations of models in terms of how useful and accurate they are.
Plan and Carry Out Investigations
• Collaboratively plan and carry out simple investigations using fair tests in which
variables are controlled and the number of trials considered.
• Demonstrate values and attitudes that are important in working together as a
team.
• Demonstrate knowledge of safety and ethical considerations in planning and
carrying out an investigation.
• Evaluate appropriate methods and tools for collecting data.
• Use standard units to measure area, volume, weight, and temperature.
• Make observations and/or measurements, collect appropriate data, and identify
patterns that provide evidence to explain a phenomenon or test a design
solution.
Analyze and Interpret Data
• Display data in tables and graphs, using digital tools when feasible, to reveal
patterns that indicate relationships.
• Use data to evaluate claims about cause and effect.
• Compare data collected by different groups in order to discuss similarities and
differences in their findings.
• Use data to evaluate and refine design solutions.
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Construct Explanations and Design Solutions
• Construct explanations of observed quantitative relationships (e.g., the numbers
of different kinds of organisms in a location).
• Use evidence (e.g., measurements, observations, patterns) to construct a
scientific explanation or design a solution to a problem.
• Identify the evidence that supports particular points in an explanation.
• Distinguish whether an explanation relies on facts, reasoned judgments based on
research findings, or on unsupported speculation.
• Apply scientific knowledge to solve design problems.
Analyze and Investigate Environmental Issues
• Respectfully gather local indigenous knowledge related to an environmental
issue.
• Collaboratively develop simple explanations in response to questions they have
formed about the environment.
• Locate, collect and organize simple information on nature, communities and
environmental topics.
• Communicate information obtained from reliable source about potential solutions
to an environmental issue.
Decide and Act
• Decide and act with the understanding that Indigenous beliefs and values are
based on the idea and experience that all living and non-living things remain in
balance for continued existence.
• Understand that people can act as individuals but that the community influences
and is affected by individual actions.
• Understand the importance of sharing ideas, hearing other points of view, and
honoring community values.
• Explain that people and nature are connected at many levels, including the global
level.
• Have age appropriate and realistic self confidence in their effectiveness and role
as citizens.
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APPENDIX B
HUMIDITY
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Make daily observations of humidity.
• Invent a humidity-measuring device.
• Make seasonal observations about humidity.
• Relate humidity to personal comfort.
• Create a working definition for humidity.
BACKGROUND
The students begin the study of humidity in this activity. First they discover that water is
found in air using cobalt chloride paper as a water indicator. Then the students invent
humidity measuring devices by making a protective container for a piece of cobalt
chloride paper. The cover may be a plastic bag with holes or a jar with holes in the lid.
Recording of humidity data is best begun when the air is quite dry. This can be a
challenge in tropical locations where the humidity is usually high. When the paper is
blue, the air is dry (low humidity); when it is pink, the air is very humid (high humidity);
and when it is light purple, the air is mildly humid. It may be necessary to dry a piece of
cobalt chloride paper to show that the paper actually does turn blue in dry air. This can
be done by placing the paper on a hot black asphalt or similar surface.
The students should suggest observations relating personal comfort and humidity.
STUDENT ROLES
Inventor
Meteorologist
MATERIALS
cobalt chloride paper
jar with lid
plastic bag
Working Dictionary
PRODUCTS
Humidity measuring device
Humidity scale
Humidity data
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PROCEDURES
1.

Review with the students what happens when water evaporates from a
surface.
Ask such questions as these:
• Under what conditions will water leave a solution or something that is wet?
✔Help the students recall that heat and sunlight speeds up the loss of water.
• Where does the water go?
✔Work toward the idea that water goes into the air.
• What evidence do you have for the water being in the air?
✔This may take some time to explore depending on the students’ previous
experience. They may recall that water was detected with cobalt chloride
paper in the grade 3 activity 3.8 WATER CYCLE. If not, set up the water cycle
model shown in Figure 1. Suspend a piece of (blue) cobalt chloride paper
from a thread in the jar as shown.
• Has anyone heard the word humid? What do you think it means?
✔Expect such ideas as a feeling of stickiness, when sweat collects on our
body, when it’s very hot and muggy in the summer.
✔A concept map can be used here.
• Does anyone have a humidifier at home?
✔This is not likely in the tropics! Skip these questions as appropriate.
• What does a humidifier do?
✔Work to the idea that it puts moisture into the air.
• When is a humidifier used?
✔Get at the idea that humidifiers are used when the air is too dry.
• Does anyone have a dehumidifier at home?
• What does a dehumidifier do?
✔Work to the idea that it takes water out of the air.
• When do we use a dehumidifier?
✔Get at the idea that dehumidifiers are used when the air is too humid.
• Does anyone have an idea about what causes uncomfortable humidity?
✔Work to the idea that too much moisture gets into the air.
• How might we tell when there is a lot of moisture in the air?
✔Get at the idea of using cobalt chloride paper.
• What color is the cobalt chloride paper when it is dry?
✔Blue
• What color do you think cobalt chloride paper will be in dry air?
• What color is cobalt chloride paper when it is wet?
✔Pink
• What color do you think cobalt chloride paper will be in very humid air?
✔Pink
• What color is the cobalt chloride paper when something is slightly moist or
damp?
✔Purple
• What color do you think cobalt chloride paper will be in mildly humid air?
✔Purple
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Figure 1 Model of the water cycle.
2.

Have student groups invent ways to protect a piece of cobalt chloride
paper so that it can be carried outside and observed without touching it.

3.

Discuss with the class how humidity measures are to be made.
Ask such questions as these:
• Where should you make your humidity measurements?
• Should the measurements be made in the sun?
✔This is a testable question, although logic suggests that the sun will
probably dry out the paper.
• How long should the cobalt chloride be allowed to stand before a reading of
the color is made.
✔This is also a testable question.
• When should you take our measurements?
✔This again is a testable question.
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•
•

Where should the humidity data be recorded?
✔There is a place for this on SP 4.1E DAILY RAIN DATA.
How should the humidity data be recorded?
✔ By the color of the cobalt chloride paper.
Have the students make a Humidity Chart showing low (blue), mild (light
purple), and high (pink) humidity readings. They should be able to get at least
three readings—high, middle, and low, and, over time, five readings with the
ranges between middle-low and middle-high identified. Post the chart in the
Weather Center and add humidity data collection to the Responsibility Chart.

4.

During the monthly summary sessions have the students discuss their
humidity data in relation to their comfort level.
Ask such questions as these:
• What happens to your feeling of being comfortable as the humidity increases?
• Do people usually feel more uncomfortable at lower or higher temperatures
when it mildly humid? When it is very humid?
• What months seem to have the least humidity?
• What months seem to be the most humid?

5.

Have the students create a working definition for humidity and record it in
their Working Dictionary.

EXTENSIONS
•
•
•

Have the students develop their own questions about humidity and research them.
Have the students find out how humidity is reported in newspapers, TV reports, or
on the Internet.
Have the students report on how meteorologists measure humidity.
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APPENDIX C
AIR PRESSURE AND BAROMETERS
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Explore the meaning of high and low pressure using a balloon-and-bottle system.
• Make barometers.
BACKGROUND
This activity should be done along with Activity 4.4 WEATHER PREDICTION. The
barometer provides information for the study of general weather patterns and the details
of weather fronts.
Mercury Barometers
Barometers are used to measure changes in air pressure. Air pressure is reported in
several units. Classically it is reported in centimeters or inches of mercury. Average
sea-level air pressure is 76 cm or 30 inches of mercury. This means that on an average
day the air above us pushes mercury 76 cm up into the evacuated glass tube of the
barometer. Any reading below 76 cm we consider a low reading. Anything above 76
centimeters we call a high reading. See Figure 1.
Demonstration
To demonstrate what a barometer measures and how it works, have the students fill a
balloon with just enough air to give it shape. Have them tie the end of the balloon so
that the air cannot escape and then place the balloon in a clear glass 12-oz juice bottle.
Challenge them to shrink the balloon using air alone. They can use their mouth to act as
a pressure or vacuum pump. If they put their mouth over the open end of the bottle and
force air into it, the balloon will shrink. They will have created a high-pressure region
around the balloon.
Next challenge the students to expand the balloon, again using only air. They can do
this by pulling air from the bottle with their mouth. They will have created a low-pressure
region around the balloon.
A wonderful anomaly develops when a light plastic soda bottle is substituted for the
glass container. The system will work to shrink the balloon under pressure, but the
bottle will collapse instead of the balloon as air is withdrawn. This helps to demonstrate
that atmospheric air is pushing on the bottle.
Tin-Can Barometer
The tin-can barometer the students make will work the same way the balloon in the
bottle did. The barometer should have a flexible diaphragm. This can be made of light,
non-porous (non-breathing) plastic wrap or a piece from a large rubber balloon or glove.
The diaphragm should not be stretched too tightly. In the middle of the diaphragm a
long skewer is attached to the plastic by tape. The diaphragm seals air in the tin can.
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When the air pressure outside is higher than the pressure inside the can, the diaphragm
will be pushed in and the skewer will move up. When the pressure on the outside of the
can is lower than the pressure on the inside, the diaphragm will push up and the skewer
will move down. See Figure 2. You may want to have a prototype barometer made
ahead of time.
After the barometer has been tested, the rim of the can lid can be sealed. This will
further help prevent the loss or entry of air. Having the students use cans of different
sizes provides an interesting exploration of the movement of the skewer.
Standardizing Barometers
To standardize the barometer, contact the local office of the local Weather Service and
ask whether the barometric pressure is high, low, or normal or check a commercial
barometer if available. Build barometers on a day when the pressure is normal. Air in
the can on this day can be considered captured normal air. Any reading greater than
this is a high; anything lower, a low. This simple three-point differentiation is enough for
grade four work and will not exceed the limits of the instrument. Encourage interested
students to further refine the scale.
Barometer Maintenance
The barometer diaphragm should be replaced periodically. Before the old barometer
wears out, build a new one and standardize it with the older version. It may be helpful to
find students who like instrument construction and have them handle the problem of
regular replacement.
STUDENT ROLES
Meteorologist
Equipment engineer
MATERIALS
wide-mouthed 12-oz glass juice bottles
12-oz or larger plastic soda bottles
small balloons
tin cans with plastic lids
plastic wrap (non-breathing) or rubber sheeting from a large balloon or surgical glove
skewers
plastic tape
PRODUCTS
Tin can barometers
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PROCEDURES
1.

After the students have noted that weather maps show high- and lowpressure areas, try to determine their understanding of the terms.
Ask such questions as
• Has anyone seen the terms high and low on weather maps or heard weather
reporters refer to them? What is meant by a high?
✔Work for such ideas as it is a high-pressure area or the air above us is
pushing down on us more than average. Don't go beyond the students’
existing knowledge.
• What is meant by an atmospheric low?
✔Probe for such ideas as it is a low-pressure area, and the air above us is
pushing down on us less than average. Again, don't go beyond the students
existing knowledge.

2.

Have the students explore making a balloon-in-a-bottle system. Place a
slightly filled balloon in a bottle and give them the following challenges.
• Challenge 1. With air alone can you cause the balloon in a glass bottle to
shrink? Have the students explore and demonstrate their results.
• Challenge 2. With air alone can you cause the balloon in a glass bottle to
expand? Have the students explore and demonstrate their results.
• Challenge 3. With air alone can you cause the balloon in a plastic bottle to
shrink? Have the students explore and demonstrate their results.
• Challenge 4. With air alone can you cause the balloon in a plastic bottle to
expand? Have the students explore and demonstrate their results.
• Have the students explore their own problems.

3.

Discuss the explorations.
Ask such questions as
• What did you have to do to get the balloon to shrink?
• What did you have to do to get the balloon to expand?
• What was the difference between using a glass container and a plastic
container?
✔Work for agreement that the glass container did not collapse when the air
was withdrawn, but the plastic container did.
• How might you explain the difference between the reaction of the balloon in
the plastic and glass bottles when you withdrew air?
✔Work for the idea that because the plastic bottle collapsed, it appears that
something was pushing on it. This something seems to be air pressure.
• Which of the challenges produces a high-pressure area?
✔Work for the ones where air is pushed into the bottle.
• Which of the challenges produces a low-pressure area?
✔Work for the one where air is pulled out of the bottle.)
• What else did you observe?

4.

Show a prototype for a barometer and have the students work in groups to
make their own.
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5.

Have the students use local Weather Service information on highs and
lows to check high and low pressure on their barometers for a week.
• Check to be sure that instruments are not leaking and are registering
changes.
• At the end of the week select a class standard barometer and seal it.
• Periodically replace the existing barometer with a new one standardized using
information from the local Weather Service.

6.

(Optional.) Have the students add barometer readings to their daily weather
data collection.
Help them to observe that
• High pressure areas often follow low pressure area.
• High pressure is usually associated with fair weather.
• Low pressure areas are often stormy.

ILLUSTRATIONS

sealed end

vacuum

76.0 cm mercury

meterstick
air hole

mercury reservoir
mercury
support stand

Figure 1. A mercury barometer
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Cut out center of
plastic can lid
plastic can lid

Place plastic wrap over
the open end of the can
plastic wrap

tape

plastic wrap
cut can lid
short skewer

long skewer
can

Figure 2. A tin-can barometer
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APPENDIX D
LIGHTNING
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Invent a way to measure the distance between themselves and a lightning strike.
• Observe and describe lightning's characteristics.
• Identify places to avoid in a lightning storm.
BACKGROUND
This activity begins the study of lightning. Lightning is one of the most beautiful,
terrifying, and energetic of all natural phenomena. An ordinary 12-volt car battery with
an output of 10 amperes can produce a spark of an inch or so, but it takes up to
30,000,000 volts and 200,000 amperes to produce a lightning discharge. The heat
produced by lightning may be hotter than the surface of the sun. The power of a single
lightning discharge can split a giant tree, set fire to a home, or destroy the electrical
circuitry of computers and television sets served by a power line. Despite lightning's
great energy, its moment of existence is too short for us to harness its potential for
commercial use with our existing technologies.
In this activity the students first learn about lightning safety through an informationgiving quiz. They then observe thunderstorms. It is best to run this activity along with 4.5
EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS. Don’t expect the students to know a great deal about
lightning. By discussing the questions in the quiz they will gain the information they will
need in the activity.
Calculating the Distance to a Lightning Strike
To calculate the distance to a lightning strike
• Count the number of seconds between sighting a bolt of lightning and hearing its
thunder. The students will need to practice counting seconds.
• Divide the number of seconds by 3. The quotient is the number of kilometers away
that the lightning was seen. The sound of the thunder travels about 1 kilometer per 3
seconds or about 1 mile per 5 seconds.
If it takes 9 seconds for the sound of thunder to reach your ear, then the strike was 3
kilometers or a little less than 2 miles away. An alternative technique is to use the
formula for distance:
DISTANCE = VELOCITY X TIME
Sound travels at the rate of 1 kilometer/3 seconds. Applying the formula to the problem
above,
DISTANCE = 1 kilometer x 9 seconds = 3 kilometers
3 seconds
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STUDENT ROLES
Meteorologist
Safety expert
MATERIALS
Student Page LIGHTNING QUIZ
PRODUCTS
Completed Student Pages
PROCEDURES
1.

Begin the activity by having the students take the LIGHTNING QUIZ on the
Student Page. Have them discuss their answers.

2.

Discuss lightning safety.
Ask such questions as
• Has lightning ever struck near anyone? Can you describe for us what it was
like?
✔ Be sensitive to students who may have had a personal tragedy associated
with lightning.
• Has anyone ever seen a fire set by lightning? Where was this?
• Has anyone ever seen an object hit by lightning? What happened to the
object?
✔ Usually objects that are struck by lightning are burned or torn apart.
• Where is lightning most likely to strike?
✔ Point out that lightning seems to strike the highest place around. Use this
information to decide where it is most likely to strike.
• Where might lightning strike on the ocean?
✔ A boat, particularly one with a mast that extends above the water level.
• What might lightning strike in an open area?
✔ Fences, trees, high ground, standing animals including humans.
• Where might lightning strike a house?
✔ The highest spot on the roof.
• What is a lightning rod?
✔ A metal rod usually placed on a roof and connected to pipes or other metal
that conducts the electricity so that it harmlessly enters the ground.
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3.

OPTIONAL: Introduce a way to measure the distance from the students to
where lightning strikes.
Have the students
• Practice counting 1001, 1002, 1003, and so forth to 1020 at a rate that is very
close to 20 seconds. Each number should take a second to say.
• Note that it takes the sound of thunder 3 seconds to travel a kilometer and 5
seconds to travel a mile. Therefore, we can count
1001, 1002, 1003 (one finger out, 1 km); 1001, 1002, 1003 (two fingers out, 2
km); 1001, 1002, 1003 (three fingers out, 3 km), and so forth).
• Note that a flash of lightning reaches our eye all but instantly.
✔ Light travels at 310,000 kilometers or 186,000 miles per second. That's
about 7 times around the equator of Earth in a second, so we can say that we
see the lightning at very, very close to the same instant that it cuts through
the sky.
• Have the students work out a method using their newly learned counting skill
and knowledge of light and sound to determine how far they are from a
lightning strike.
✔ Note that they can also count the number of seconds from the instant they
see the lightning to the instant they hear the thunder. Taking the total number
of seconds and dividing by 3 seconds per kilometer also gives the distance in
kilometers. The number of seconds can also be divided by 5 seconds per mile
to give the number of miles.

4.

Have the students observe thunderstorms and make generalizations about
them.
Ask such questions as
• Where do the lightning bolts seem to start?
✔ The answers will vary with the storm, but usually they start in the cloud. A
small percentage travel in the opposite direction.
• How many bolts seem to come from a single source?
✔ Usually several.
• Is precipitation always associated with lightning?
• What kinds of clouds are associated with lightning?
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STUDENT PAGE THE LIGHTNING QUIZ
ANSWER SHEET
Check all of the statements that correctly complete the statement.
1. Lightning
__x__
is a very big electrical spark.
_____
travels in a straight line.
__x__
kills several hundred people every year in the United States.
_____
that strikes the ground comes mostly from very high clouds.
2. Thunder
_____
__x__
_____
__x__

is produced when clouds bump together.
is produced when the air is suddenly heated by lightning.
is very dangerous if it hits you.
is only noise.

3. Thunderstorms
_____
are most common in the winter.
__x__
may occur in the clouds and not involve the ground.
_____
are most dangerous at night.
__x__
are more common in some places than in others.
4. In a thunderstorm it is usually safe to
__x__
stay in a car.
__x__
be in a house.
_____
stand in the middle of a field.
__x__
be in an airplane.
_____
stay under a tree.
5. Lightning
__x__
may be hotter than the surface of the sun.
__x__
tends to strike the highest object below the cloud it comes from.
_____
can be safely detected by flying a kite into a storm.
__x__
can strike a power line and burn out electronic equipment.
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Name
Date

STUDENT PAGE THE LIGHTNING QUIZ
Check all of the statements that correctly complete the statement.
1. Lightning
____
is a very big electrical spark.
____
travels in a straight line.
____
kills several hundred people every year in the United States.
____
that strikes the ground comes mostly from very high clouds.
2. Thunder
____
____
____
____

is produced when clouds bump together.
is produced when the air is suddenly heated by lightning.
is very dangerous if it hits you.
is only noise.

3. Thunderstorms
____
are most common in the winter.
____
may occur in the clouds and not involve the ground.
____
are most dangerous at night.
____
are more common in some places than in others.
4. In a thunderstorm it is usually safe to
____
stay in a car.
____
be in a house.
____
stand in the middle of a field.
____
be in an airplane.
____
stay under a tree.
5. Lightning
____
may be hotter than the surface of the sun.
____
tends to strike the highest object below the cloud it comes from.
____
can be safely detected by flying a kite into a storm.
____
can strike a power line and burn out electronic equipment.
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APPENDIX E
GRAVITY
OBJECTIVES
The students
• Develop a concept map and definition of the term gravity.
• Invent a way to compare the energy of falling objects.
• Discover that speed (height) and mass determine the energy in falling objects.
CLIMATE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK
• 3-5Systems.B.8 Earth is shaped like a huge ball. Things on or near the Earth are
pulled towards Earth’s center by gravity.
BACKGROUND
In this activity the students come up with a definition of gravity. Gravity is the force (or
pull) exerted on objects created by the Earth’s gigantic mass. Earth’s gravity attracts
objects (including the moon) toward its center without touching them. It even exerts this
force through other objects such as a book on a table. The students investigate the
effects of gravity in terms of the energy of motion. They invent ways of comparing the
energy of motion produced by falling objects.
The students invent different ways to compare the energy of motion. Several
suggestions are shown in the Figure. Control the invention by the supplies you provide.
Small stones or balls can be used as falling objects.
The mechanical energy, or energy of motion, of an object is determined by the mass of
an object and its speed. When an object such as a stone falls, it gains speed as it gets
closer and closer to the floor or ground. The higher it was when it was dropped, the
greater its speed when it hits and the greater the energy it delivers to whatever it hits.
Examples are numerous. Massive stones falling off a truck can mash cars while small
pebbles dropping off the same truck will simply bounce away. However, a fast-moving
pebble can break a windshield.
Generalizations
Three generalizations flow out of this activity. The first is that gravity causes things to
fall toward the center of the Earth. The second is that the faster a falling object moves,
the greater the energy it has. The second is that of two objects falling at the same
speed the one with the greater mass will have the greater energy.
Real and Ideal Worlds
There are some subtleties in this observation that need to be recognized. In the ideal
world of a vacuum a sheet of paper and a ball made of the same of amount paper will
fall to the ground at the same speed when dropped from the same height. In the real
world students will find that the crumpled sheet of paper will fall faster than an
uncrumpled sheet. Air resistance makes the difference. In fact, in air objects dropped
from great height reach a certain speed beyond which they can go no faster. This is
called terminal velocity. These exceptions aside, the generalization about mass and
speed to produce increased energy in falling objects will flow out of this inquiry.
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SOME SUGGESTED MATERIALS
Marbles (different sizes)
Base ball and a tennis ball
Golf ball and a ping-pong ball
Rulers and meter sticks
Tuna cans
Large cans of sand
Water
Platform spring scales
Small stones
Styrofoam
Wood blocks
Modeling clay
Pencil
Plastic bowls
PROCEDURES
1.

Develop a concept map of the term gravity with the class.
Include such ideas as
• Gravity is a force or the pull of the Earth on objects.
• Gravity causes things to fall.
✔ Ask for examples.
• Things fall toward the Earth
✔ They actually fall toward the Earth’s center.
✔ A globe could be used to illustrate this.
• Gravity is caused by the Earth’s mass.
✔ If this idea does not emerge, include it as a question to be investigated.

2.

Help the students establish that a falling object has energy of motion and
can make other things move.
Use a game format. Ask how they could show that a falling ball moves
• Another ball.
• A mound of sand.
• A stick in the sand.
• A teeter-totter.
• Water.
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3.

Have the students invent a way to measure the energy of two falling stones
or balls of different masses but similar sizes. Have them drop the two
objects from the same height.
Assist the invention with probing questions such as
• If a tennis ball and a baseball of the same size were dropped from the same
height, would they have the same energy?
• Which will make something move more?
• How can you measure the difference in movement?
✔ Anything that will move on being hit will work—a pool of water, a pile of salt
or dry sand, another ball, and so forth.

4.

Have the students explore what seems to determine how much energy
objects have when they fall from the same height.
Ask such questions as
• Did the falling objects of different mass have the same energy when they fell
from the same height?
✔ Get agreement that the more massive object had the greater energy. It
made something else move more.
• How could you make falling objects of different mass have the same energy?
✔ Get at the idea that the objects might move faster or slower.
• What seems to determine the energy in the fallen object?
✔ Get agreement that mass seems to be important.
✔ Accept speed and volume if the students suggest these properties.

5.

Have the students explore what happens to the amount of energy from the
same falling object when it is dropped from different heights.
Ask such questions as
• What happens to the energy as you change height.
✔ Get agreement that as one increases the height of the drop, the amount of
energy in the object increases.
• What happens to the speed of the object as it is dropped from ever higher
positions?
✔ Work toward the idea that as its height increases, its speed increases.

6.

Summarize the activity. Help the students use the concept map and the
activities above to write a working definition for the term gravity.
Ask such questions as
• What can you say about mass and the energy of moving or falling objects?
✔ Get agreement that the greater the mass of similar objects moving at the
same speed, the greater the energy.
• What can you say about the effect of height and energy?
As the height is increased, the energy is increased.
• What can you say about the speed of an object and its energy?
✔ Get agreement the faster the object goes, the greater the energy.
• How are height and speed of a falling object related?
✔ Get agreement that the longer an object falls, the faster it travels.
• What seems to cause objects to fall? What is gravity?
• How does gravity affect the erosion process?
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Figure: Devices to measure the relative amount of
energy of falling objects

